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1

In The Trip to Echo Spring by Olivia Laing, confabulation is described as “so-called 'honest lying' or false memories.”
I would add that, we remember (and edit) selectively what we like and repress what we don’t. Wikipedia defines the term
as: “… a memory error defined as the production of fabricated, distorted, or misinterpreted memories about oneself or the world, without

the conscious intention to deceive.”
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Note to Readers
Although unable to contact every person or publisher about the reproduction of their
likeness or work, this book is a non-profit treatise written for historical and educational
purposes. I hope nobody is unduly offended for their contribution(s) to this confabulation.2
I would like to be notified of discrepancies, inaccuracies, omissions and/or other problems.

2

Confabulation has been variously described as so-called 'honest lying' or false memories fabricated, distorted, or misinterpreted
about oneself or the world, without the conscious intention to deceive. I would add that, we remember (and edit) selectively what
we like and repress what we don’t.
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“You have to go where the story leads you.”
Stephen King (PBS interview)
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Backstory

Volume One traced my life up to 1969, the fateful year I opened Mesney’s Mad Medicine
Show and committed myself to a career as a commercial photographer.
I was born in Brooklyn, New York, on January 28, 1945. I’m an Aquarian with Scorpio
rising, Moon in Leo and Venus in Pisces. That should tell you all you need to know. But
there is more….
Dorothy Mesney, my mom, was the daughter of a prominent New York judge, Franklin
Taylor and Kathrine Munro, a socialite from Montréal, Canada. My dad, Peter Mesney, was
the offspring of Roger James Mesney, the British chief engineer of the Anglo-Dutch Mining
Corporation, and London actress
Marjorie Unett.
I grew up in the affluent neighborhood of Douglaston, New York. Grandpa Taylor died
when I was five; he had been supporting the family and after that they struggled. Dad
couldn’t keep-up with mom’s spending. From the age of eight, I worked at various jobs to
earn my own money, starting with door-to-door selling of pot-holders and jewelry that I
made myself, then greeting cards and eventually pictures.
I was brought up by theatrical parents (left). Dad
went to the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts
[London] and Mom was a piano teacher and singer
of gospel, spiritual and folk music. I had piano
lessons in grade school but switched to a
trombone in junior-high and as a Froshman (cross
between Freshman and Sophomore—I was in an
accelerated junior high school program and did
high school in three years instead of four) I was a
member of the band and orchestra at Bayside
High School until my trombone got stolen.
Six weeks after that, Grandpa Mesney (right)
visited America from England and gave me a
professional-grade Minolta SR-2 camera. I got
hooked on taking pictures. My science class term
project was a series of two dozen slides illustrating
the growth of a bean plant from seed to sprout,
including shots taken with a microscope adapter.
Then a neighbor, Glen Peterson, gave me a
summer job at his photo laboratory in New York
(Peterson Color Laboratory, favorite among New
York’s advertising agencies). I learned about the
advertising business delivering work to Mad Men. I
used the money to build my own darkroom in the
basement of the family house.
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I was mentored by my alternate father, Bob Banning and Life magazine photographer,
Ted Russell. In my sophomore year at Bayside High School, I teamed up with David Nolte,
a fellow student. Mesney-Nolte Photographers shot portraits, weddings, bar mitzvas and
whatever other jobs we could land.
I spent my first year of college at St. Lawrence University. I had a scholarship but had to
borrow most of the tuition money (~$15,000) because my folks were going broke. I
learned all about the ravages of debt watching my parents flounder and quit St. Lawrence
in favor of more affordable Queens College [City College of New York (CCNY)]. Tuition was
only ~$2,000 and I could live at home in Douglaston. I attended classes at night and
worked days to pay off my student loan.
My first jobs were in the advertising business. I learned the ropes of the PR business from
Louise Friscia first, then at J. DeBow and Partners. After that I worked as a board man for
Seymour Levy at a little ad agency called J. Charles David, Inc. I enjoyed doing layout and
paste-up work and Seymour let me take pictures for a few of his ads—a huge motivator.
Seymour also loved to take pictures; he understood my passion for pictures.
Next I worked for an industrial advertising agency called Basford, Inc. where I re-learned
how to write (think) under the tutelage of Burt Holmes, one of my top three mentors.
Holmes also allowed me to photograph my own projects (fact sheets for the American Iron
and Steel Institute). Throughout this period, my photo kit and expertise ramped up.
I continued to do private assignments outside of the office and began selling pictures to
magazines; Car and Driver became a steady customer.
As the Viet Nam War dragged on and the Beatles
started dropping acid, so did I. Starting in high
school, in 1959, I smoked weed on a regular basis.
I led a double life; most people thought I was a
drinker (I was that, too). My hair got longer and I
grew a Fu Manchu mustache. That irritated Burt
Holmes’ boss, department head John Paluszek,
who subsequently fired my ultra-efficient secretary
because he was a black man (in a world where
secretaries were normally female and frequently
hired for their looks and other benefits). That was
cause for my resignation.
By that time (1967), I was ready to move on.
Paluszek had been getting on my case ever since
Burt allowed me to shoot my own jobs; in his
opinion, photography interfered with my work as
an assistant account executive and copy writer.
Then, stodgy old industrial Basford got bought by
a dynamic young consumer agency called
Creamer-Colarossi. Vive la difference.
Other account execs asked me to shoot for their projects, and that really pissed off
Paluszek. But I was sleeping with Don Creamer’s secretary (so was Don) and she
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arranged for her boss to put Paluszek in his place. I did more and more photography and
those assignments, plus time spent with other Basford colleagues in the art department,
particularly Kurt Boehnstedt, reinforced my desire to be a photographer.
After Paluszek fired me, the agency’s other partner, Ben Colarossi, arranged to get me an
office space at small film-production company run by Bob Gurvitz at 346 East 50th
Street—a prestigious address. I worked out of there for the first year. My wife, the former
Leslie Shirk, supported me. We married in 1966. She had a cushy job as a systems
analyst for a burgeoning young enterprise-computer-software company called
Management Assistance Incorporated [MAI].
Along the way I met Justine Reynolds in 1969. She was opening a school for aspiring
models called Justine Model Consultants. She offered me the opportunity to share a large
loft space on 23rd Street and Madison—it was the heart of New York’s so-called Photo
District at the time, a perfect location and a great opportunity to expand into fashion
photography, where there were big bucks to me made (and beautiful girls to be laid).
However, I couldn’t do it without Leslie’s financial support—and my relationship with her
was dicey; she caught me cheating and subsequently ran off with a surfer for half a year.
I convinced her to return and try again; she did and helped me build the new studio.
On the night we finished, after the champagne toasts, she announced that she was
leaving me and moving to Virginia with her boss, who two years earlier bought my
Corvette. (!)
By then I was on my feet, generating enough income to support my newly expanded
operation; but I was working my ass off to do it, days at my profession and nights
screwing models.
As Volume One ended, I had just thrown a studio-opening party for Mesney’s Mad
Medicine Show called the Mad Ball. It was the kind of event you might see in a movie.
Justine and I collaborated; the guests included a bevy of her beauties. The darkroom was
set-up as a sangria bar; red, white and rosé sangria were mixed in and served from the
3½-gallon [~16-liter] stainless steel film-processing tanks. Slide projections, color lights
and a mirror ball illuminated my half of the loft; the shooting stage became a dance floor;
Justine’s space was the chill zone. Business doubled shortly after the Mad Ball, and that’s
where the story picks up.
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1970 – Entourage – Good Karma

Tom Allen was the first of a dozen groupies who hung out in my studio, helping me with
occasional work for cash (off balance sheet).
Tom Allen as the Dickensian character, Fagin, 1971.

I wish I could remember how I met Tom Allen but I
can’t, even after 36 months drilling down into my past.
Tom (was that his real name? …he was mysterious)
appeared shortly after I opened the 23rd Street studio;
a year or so later, he disappeared, never to be heard
from again.
Allen was one of the gentlest beings you can imagine;
he was willing to help in any way, just to be there, as
part of the studio. Tom ran errands for me; anything to
stay connected and hang out.
I never knew where he came from, really; he said he
lived in Jamaica, that he had a wife and child, but the
story didn’t jive with his hanging out in my studio.
Nevertheless, he was a willing helper who looked up to
me as some kind of hero.

Richard Faye (right) was another of my groupies at
Mesney’s Mad Medicine Show.
Like Tom Allen, Faye just appeared and became a studio
fixture whenever he was in Manhattan (he lived upstate
in Brewster, New York).
Richard, who was about two stone overweight [a stone is
14 pounds], starred in a series of pictures I made, about
the importance of exercise, for Hoffman-LaRoche, as
part their Vitamin Education Program press kit and slide
show.
Faye also starred in an ad for the Motorcycle Industries
Council (described a bit later).
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Ed just in an Escapade magazine spread, 1973.

Ed Just was discovered sleeping in
Justine’s office one night, when I
was working extra late.
Something fell over in Justine’s
space; I had a key so I went to
investigate and discovered Eddie,
getting ready for bed (he kept a cot
under the make-up counter).
Ed apologized for disturbing me and
explained that he stayed at the
studio as part of his payment for
being Justine’s secretary/assistant.
Staying in the studio saved him the long-distance commute from his family home in
Pennsauken, New Jersey [across the Delaware river from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania]. Ed
came to New York to become a model; he was an impressionable soul and Justine
suckered him in right away. Eddie started working for Justine, to pay for his modeling
lessons.
As I tell you about Ed, keep in mind the Anthony Hopkins’s character, Mister Stevens,
the butler of Darlington Hall in the 1993 film Remains of The Day. Unlike the reserved
Mr. Stevens, Ed Just was the second most optimistic person I have ever known (Pamela
Swanson is the first); he was full of good humor and always saw things on the bright side,
with a smile and a wagging tail. Like Mr. Stevens, Ed was a professional butler employed
by aristocrats (like the Astor family). Some people get their kicks out of serving others;
there is a universe of servers ranging from roller-skating waitresses at drive-ins up to the
Mr. Stevenses of this world, who cater to the élites. I had the opportunity to watch Ed
morph from a southern-Jersey blue-collar guy into meticulously mannered Stevens.
With little to do in the evenings, Ed would come over to my studio and help me with
whatever project I was working on. There was plenty for him to do, especially clerical
work at which he excelled. He helped me with the production of the monthly mailings of
Exposure and Pixies. Ed and I spent a lot of time collating, stapling and envelope stuffing
together; the studio’s mailing list swelled to more than one hundred. Those were the days
when I routinely worked all-nighters, and occasionally went two or three days without
sleep.
1971 is known as the year of the Nixon Shock, when President Nixon unilaterally cancelled
the convertibility of the United States dollar to gold, marking the end of the Bretton Woods
Agreement that had been the framework for the world’s economy. The end of the gold
standard and fixed currency-exchange rates began a period of economic discombobulation
with “floating” exchange and interest rates. It was hard to figure what a dollar was worth
if you couldn’t convert it to gold anymore; so, people and businesses tightened up, along
with credit; a recession started to take root. That was bad enough; but, making matters
worse for Justine, one after another of Justine’s investors shut off their support leaving
her high and dry; soon, she was out of business.
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Fortunately, my business was doing well enough to take over Justine’s lease; so, the
studio suddenly doubled in size. Just before that, Justine asked Ed to stop sleeping in her
studio, as mentioned. It was for the sake of propriety and appearances, triggered by an
uproar when one of Justine’s students discovered Ed in his pajamas one morning. That’s
when I agreed to let him stay in my space; it was a great deal for me; the studio had
been burglarized in the recent past and it was nice to have a night watchman staying
there (I was still commuting to and from my apartment in Flushing at that point).
After Justine let him go, Ed turned to the catering business; he did quite well working as a
waiter. He stayed in my studio during the week and went home to Pennsauken on
weekends. With fair regularity, he would bring back scrumptious leftovers from the events
he served. One such episode that I’ll never forget was the time he brought back a full
case of mushrooms. I cooked them up a half-dozen ways; we had a dinner party for
ourselves and a few of the other studio helpers; that is how I came to learn that
mushrooms are a powerfully diarrheic if you eat enough of them.
Ed worked his way to the upper echelon of waiters in short order. He learned every
napkin-folding trick in the book, how to decoratively carve fruits and vegetables, Silver
Service (a method of plating and serving food) and Emily Post’s rules of etiquette.
Another of Ed’s unique skills was
giftwrapping. He turned gifts into
masterpieces using a special
chrome-silver Mylar (an IBM printer
interleaf film) that his mother
retrieved from the trash at a printing
office where she worked.
The flashy gift-wraps became a
signature trademark of my studio.

Every Christmas, clients would receive a framed photo print and bottle of Grand Marnier,
both transformed by Ed into silvery spectaculars. The flashy gifts would be hand delivered
by Ed himself, dressed as one of Santa’s elves. [Hey, if you are trying to make an
impression, why be discreet?] To this day, I still have two rolls of that Mylar and continue
to wrap special gifts with it, emulating Ed’s packaging prowess but never duplicating it.
[For more, read From Ed Just in the Appendix.]
1970 – Geoff Nightingale – Armco Steel

Experience with direct mail promotions at Basford taught me that I should get a three to
four percent response rate to my monthly newsletter, Exposure; but the results were a lot
better than that—a half dozen interviews a month and from those two or three new
clients. One of those new clients was Geoff Nightingale, a creative director at BursonMarsteller, the world’s second-largest public relations firm. Nightingale became my
biggest client of all time; his business transformed my life.
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Nightingale intimidated me; he was a bear when things didn’t go his way. When I arrived
at the agency to present my portfolio to Geoff, I found him reclined behind his desk
groaning orgasmically, his pelvis pulsing provocatively; he excused himself explaining that
he had a milking machine under the desk. Ha! What an outrageous character Nightingale
was, a real showman. Straightening up, sort of, the next thing he did was put on a bright
yellow hardhat and ask me if I wanted to wear a red one; non-plussed, I donned the red
hardhat and tried to make a serious presentation. When my presentation concluded, I left
in a fog of confusion, wondering what just happened.
The fog lifted a week later when Nightingale called me back to the agency for a production
meeting about the Armco Steel Student Design Program. The steel giant awarded Parsons
School of Design with a grant to generate new concepts for living; the grant was part of a
larger PR campaign conceived of and orchestrated by Nightingale to strengthen Armco’s
image as a benevolent corporate citizen. My job was to photograph the twelve students
selected for the program, together with their projects, for a brochure about the Student
Design Program as well as for general publicity.
Producing pivotal pictures of the projects was problematic; aside from one student whose
furniture ideas were built life size, most of the other students’ ideas were embodied in
small, hand-made models of inconsistent quality. I needed to come up with shots good
enough for magazine covers and/or big spreads in their editorial pages; but all I had to
work with was an odd-lot bunch of mini models that included a car, a helicopter, an ecofriendly building, a submersible boat and half a dozen other pieces that somehow had to
be included in a theme picture. Using a Swiss-style grid to organize the group of small
pictures would have been easy; instead, I came up with a plan that incorporated the most
of the little models into a single, large one—a futuristic metropolis called “Armco City” that
could be built in my new studio.
When I came up with the Armco
City idea, I was afraid that the
costs would be too high so I lowballed the estimate to encourage
its approval; I wanted the job for
its size and complexity; it would
make a good case history story
about the capabilities of Mesney’s
Mad Medicine Show. When I was
awarded the contract, I needed
someone to organize and
supervise the building of the
model (left); then, that person
walked in looking for a gig.
It was Kathy McMasters, the diminutive daughter of Eugene McMasters, Justine’s current
beau and backer. Kathy had recently graduated from college with a degree in art and was
having a hard time finding work. That was due in part to a birth defect that left her
somewhat deformed. However, Kathy’s physical disabilities meant nothing to me. I hired
Kathy and, between us, we came up with the plans for a model measuring 12 X 16 feet
[3.66 X 4.88 meters]. The big model swallowed most of the available studio space; to get
to the darkroom or to the back of the studio, we had to maneuver ourselves under it.
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Before model building began, the camera was put into position and locked down. Then
Kathy, helped by Tom Allen and some of her friends, built the model in front of the
camera; that way, they were always able to view their work through the lens, ensuring
that the model’s scale and perspectives were correct, that the illusion was realistic. The
huge project didn’t make me any money, but it put me on the map inside BursonMarsteller, positioning me as a guy with creative ideas, a guy who could get ‘er done.
Chris Haynes [aka Raven Slaughter] modelled for that gig, with the designer, Robert
Olsen (far right).
Olsen’s project didn’t fit into the
Armco City concept: it was a
set of interlocking seating
elements cut from a large block
of urethane foam. I shot the
futuristic foam furniture in one
of my favorite locations—the
abandoned sand quarry out in
Commack, Long Island.

To milk the Student Design Program for as much publicity as possible, Armco paid BursonMarsteller to arrange a display of my photographs at the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, D.C.; that prestigious exhibition was cause to create a special direct-mail
flyer, sent to everyone I knew and a whole lot more that I didn’t know, but wanted to.
The letter sized mailer (left) featured a wide-angle, black
and white picture of the Washington Monument shot in
1965, while I still worked at Basford.
I used a 21 mm Nikkor, one of the sharpest lenses ever
made by Nikon; it was an old lens, made long before the
advent of SLR [Single Lens Reflex] camera bodies and
meant to be used on Nikon rangefinder cameras.3
The 21 mm lens was a deep profile lens, more than half of it
extended deep into the camera body; the rear-most lens
element was only one inch [2.5 cm] away from the film
plane. To use that lens on my SLR Nikon F camera, the
mirror needed to be locked in the up position. That
presented problems—I couldn’t see through the lens.
3

With a Single-Lens Reflex, an internal mirror bounces light from the lens up to the eye piece—you look through the lens to
compose and focus the picture. When the shutter button is pressed, the mirror snaps up, out of the way during the
exposure, allowing the light to reach the film. Before SLR cameras, the photographer looked through a so-called
“rangefinder” and focused by bringing two overlapping images into alignment.
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Instead, I had to roughly compose the shot by looking through an auxiliary viewfinder;
that only gave me an approximation of what I was shooting; thus, I shot a lot of film to
make sure the monument filled the frame at the right angle.

Later, when I was
printing a long shot of
the monument, I was
astounded to see that
the 21 mm lens
resolved stars in the
flags that were no
bigger than the film’s
emulsion grains.4

Of the three dozen Nikkor lenses I came to own; none was that sharp as that 21 mm.
1970 – Vitamin Education – Creative Consultant

Nightingale’s next assignment for me was a vitamin education program put together for
the Swiss Pharmaceutical giant, Hoffman-La Roche. At a pre-production creative session,
the challenge was to come up with concepts for pictures that were interesting enough to
get published. Editors received dozens of pictures and news releases every day; they were
spoiled for choice; you had to have a unique and appealing story to make ink.
Even though I realized that humor can backfire and that there is nothing worse than a
joke that falls flat. I suggested a series of pictorial “cartoons” featuring a character actor
named Marty Sherman; I had used Marty for a Car and Driver job and had a hunch that
he could pull off the assignment without going over the top.
Marty played the role of someone who needs vitamins, a person having problems doing
simple things that a fit person would breeze through, like riding a bike. After I sold Marty
to the client, he reneged on me. (Marty turned out to be prone to “episodes,” but I didn’t
know that until he let me down on this job.)

4

I was using Panatomic-X film, Kodak’s finest-grain emulsion; Panatomic-X was the best black and white film ever made, in
my opinion.
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In place of Marty, I ended up using Richard Faye, one of the students involved in the
Armco Student Design Program who became a studio groupie. Faye was the kind of
person you might have characterized as a country bumpkin; his avoir-du-pois, combined
with his natural slouch and disheveled clothes, made him the perfect personage for my
pictures. The result was a collection of a half-dozen theme shots that garnered more press
than Hoffman LaRoche ever received before; they became a loyal client for years. [See
Plates.]
1970 – New Rep – New Pictures

My school friend and gardening-business partner, Allan
Seiden, was by now living in New York, trying to make a
living as a travel writer and photographer. That was a tough
row to hoe because it combined two disciplines each
considered sacrosanct; how could a writer also be a good
photographer, or vice versa?
Allan enlisted his current girlfriend, Marie Rivera, to
represent him. She took his portfolio around to travel
magazines; but she couldn’t earn a living repping only Allan
and asked to include my work in her presentations. Soon,
Marie was essentially my rep; my stuff sold better and I cut
her in for 10% of my income, so that she could make enough
to rep full time, without needing supplementary work. I
couldn’t really afford to pay her that much, but having a rep
enhanced the studio’s credentials; and it would have seemed
odd if she suddenly stopped repping me.
1970 – Trick Photography – Photo Illustration

When Gene Butera took over, in the mid ‘60s, he redesigned Car and Driver. The
magazine acquired a more sophisticated look that stood-out on newsstands; Gene’s style
set C/D apart from its half-dozen or so competitors, particularly Road & Track and
Autoweek.5 Gene was himself a photographer himself, and a good one; he liked to shoot
his own stuff for the articles he designed; who could blame him for that? We got along
famously, but I always felt that my client was also my competitor; he kept all the juicy
jobs for himself and gave me ones that were either too much like work or that he found
conceptually challenging; that in turn challenged me, to make pictures that I knew Gene
couldn’t or wouldn’t shoot. I did that by using lenses he didn’t own, or, more frequently,
with darkroom and retouching tricks.
5

Gene survived a decade of editorial upheaval at Car and Driver; first, Gordon Jennings took over as editor when Leon
Mandel left for Autoweek; shortly after that, Bob Brown took the editorship from Jennings, but he got a better offer from
Sports Illustrated and took it; so, Steve Wilkinson was brought in from Flying magazine; then, in 1974 Don Sherman took
the post [Sherman was the first (and only) “car guy” to work his way up the ladder to the editorship of Car and Driver]; and
only two years later, in 1976, David E. Davis returned to take the job from Sherman and reoccupy the office he surrendered
to Leon Mandel in 1966. Through all those changes, Gene Butera managed to mask the editorial upheavals with classy,
consistent graphic design. Gene was a designer’s designer; he didn’t copy anyone else’s style and cared less about whatever
new typeface was trendy. Under Butera’s art direction, Car and Driver was as well designed as any of the top consumer
magazines. Gene had an eye for innovative work; he hired top talents and gave them a showcase; good photography
became a hallmark of the magazine.
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As my photo work became more illustrative, I acquired a new identity with Gene; he
started inviting me to collaborate with him on pictorial concepts. However, except for a
few choice stories, Gene left the bulk of the magazine for his assistant, Noel Werrett.
Werrett liked conventional pictures shot with “normal” lenses and shied away from “trick”
pictures. Werrett put me on a creative leash; he made detailed sketches of the pictures
and give strict instructions about how to shoot them; sometimes he and/or the writer
came along on the shoot and directed me. I hated that.
As my work became more esoteric, I got fewer
assignments from Noel. Whenever I did get a gig, the
weather usually sucked. I got nicknamed “Murky
Mesney” because I always seemed to shoot on stormy
days. To live down that reputation, I went to great
lengths to compensate for lousy weather.
On one occasion, shooting a Maserati Merak and
Ferrari Dino on a cold, gray day in January for the
June 1975 cover, I brought along several gallons of
grass colorant and spray-painted a drab field bight
green. On other occasions, I shot at night and/or used
colored filters to jazz-up otherwise dreary scenes. It
was in search of new ways to compensate for
inclement weather that I purchased an air-brush outfit
and began teaching myself rudimentary retouching.6
That led to doing strip-in work (assembling together
pieces of several pictures to create a new scene).
Thus, began my shift from pure to illustrativephotography.
For example, floating Rod Serling’s face in the night
sky for a Car and Driver retro feature story about a
1950s Ford station wagon.
Serling actually came to my 23rd Street studio to have
his picture taken. He was one of many celebrities to do
that, including Irene Heckert, Lily Tomlin, Tennessee
Williams, Willie Nelson and Xaviera Hollander.

6

My first airbrush lessons were from Frank Pilliero, a board artist that Kurt Boehnstedt used to make the mechanicals for
my AISI newsletters [Containerization Today and Farm Facts].6 On several occasions, Kurt let me bring his layouts to
Frank’s East 54th Street studio, to explain the jobs. That didn’t happen often because Kurt also liked to hang out at Pilliero’s
studio; Kurt was in love with Frank’s upstairs neighbor, a Swedish gal named Gunilla.
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With mastery of retouching came creative liberation. I graduated from being “just” a
photographer and earned the vaunted status of photo-illustrator—a photographer who
makes—instead of takes—pictures. That changed everything.
As my ideas got wilder it got to be a bit of a game with Gene; I liked to surprise him.
Gene would give me the keys to a car without having a clue about what I would do. That
was risky, because a lot of work went into my illustrations, more work than I was getting
paid for (the $150 standard page rate).
Butera never rejected any of my work, although there were times when his eyes would
roll in mock displeasure and he’d complain: “Mesney, what have you done to me this
time? How can I take this upstairs?” Upstairs meant upper management—the publisher,
Marty Touhy, and the Ziff-Davis Board of Directors. Gene had to fight Touhy and the
Board to get his most creative designs approved; somehow, he always managed to get his
way. One day he taught me how he did it.
Gene would first produce a design as he wanted it to appear in print; then, he’d put that
first one away and make a second one, a really wild one; when the Board rejected the
wild idea, he’d produce a third design that was plain vanilla …boring; and when the Board
rejected that he’d submit his first design, presenting it as a compromise between the
other two. That invariably won approval. I almost never lost a pitch again, after Gene’s
lesson in positioning.
Positioning ideas was actually the second life-altering lesson Gene taught me; the first
was to dress for the part you are playing. Butera gave me that advice when, about a year
after leaving Basford, I confided in him that I was having a tough time getting work from
other art directors. Gene put down his cigar, turned to me, gestured at my outfit with a
dismissive wave of his hand and said something like: “You don’t look like a photographer;
you look like the Fuller Brush salesman.” Whoa!
It was true—I always wore a suit
(and not just any suit, I wore
Brooks Brothers suits,
exclusively)—I wanted to appear
conscientious and business like.
But according to Gene, suits
made the wrong impression; they
made me look like, well, a
“suit”—a businessman instead of
a creative photographer. As soon
as I traded in my silk ties for
satin shirts, my luck changed.
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Over the years, I worked out a
series of uniforms that I wore for
work and travel. When it wasn’t
cool to be a hippie anymore, I
switched to a para-military look.
That worked best of all; I looked
as if I were possibly a war
correspondent photographer.
Whatever they thought, anyone
looking at me knew, beyond a
doubt, that I was a man on a
mission.
1985, Sweden, Yours Truly checks bumpermounted camera, while shooting for SAAB.

I like to believe I was the most creative lensman on Gene’s roster, and certainly the most
unpredictable; but I wasn’t the only photographer in his Rolodex; he doled out a ton of
work to Humphrey Sutton (my nemesis) and Californian Pete Biro. One day, however,
Gene found himself flummoxed when David E. Davis wrote a story about a fictitious
English car maker, Denbeigh Motors; and their latest racing model, the Boss Denbeigh.
Butera was stuck for an idea about how to illustrate the Davis’ piece. Possibly, because
there was no actual Denbeigh car to photograph, Gene gave me the assignment, making
it my problem to come up with a solution.
The story was about the day when the Boss Denbeigh
disintegrated during test trials at a drag strip. Gene was
on the verge of calling illustrator Ken Dallison, Baron
Storey or Thomas Quinn and have one of them make a
drawing of the fabled race car.
However, I happened to be in his office and he invited
me to add my two cents. I suggested we shoot the
aftermath of the explosion—wreckage strewn across the
track. He bought it.
Gene was headed out of town to do some shooting for
other articles; he was going to be gone for a week; I
said I’d have something for him when he got back; then,
I decided to surprise him by delivering a finished picture
instead of a sketch; I was confident that my idea was
brilliant enough to take that risk.7

7

Indeed, it was worth risk; the Boss Denbeigh article received an Award of Merit in the 1970 New York Art Directors Club
Exhibition. (Another article I illustrated for Gene—about the Chevrolet Corvette Coupe—won an Award of Excellence in the
1971 Society of Publication Designers show.] After that, Gene gave me free rein.
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I hired Richard Faye to help me; I didn’t have to pay him much; he just liked to hang out
at the studio and surreptitiously live my life. The two of us went to an auto junk yard out
in Flushing and filled Faye’s van with as many bits and pieces as we could stuff in there.
We brought everything: pistons, gears, a drive shaft, bent wheel rims, twisted steering
wheel, burned out seats and more. We schlepped the lot of it out to a famous local drag
strip, Islip Speedway. It was off season so there was no problem getting permission to
take pictures. The lonely guard was happy to have company for an afternoon; he ended
up giving us a hand. First, the car parts were spread down a 100-foot length of the
speedway [30.48 meters]; some of them were packed with smoke bombs.
The trickiest part of the job was lighting all the smoke bombs in sequence, to give the
illusion the car disintegrating as it sped down the track. I needed to be behind the
camera, so it was Faye’s job to ignite the smoke bombs. Unbeknownst to me, Richard
decided to try one of the smoke bombs, to get the fuse timing worked out. That was a
smart idea. Doing it in the race track control tower wasn’t. Under the bemused eye of the
guard—who by now couldn’t quite believe what we were doing—Richard burned his finger
and dropped the lit bomb into a full box of them; they all went off together and created a
cloud of smoke so thick that alarms went off and the Fire Department arrived on the
scene. It was a real SNAFU [Situation Normal—All Fucked Up] but the shot got done.
Boss Denbeigh re-set my reputation at Car and Driver; from then on, I was always asked
in to dream-up pictures for difficult subjects. One of them was Davis’ sequel to the Boss
Denbeigh story, about the Hare Denbeigh, a fictitious British luxury car that used a live
rabbit to sniff out trouble on the road ahead.
For that shot, I rented a rabbit from a little
girl in Douglaston and carted it out to Jones
Beach where the caged rabbit was attached
to the end of a long pole mounted to the
bumper and front axle of a vintage RollsRoyce.
After rigging it, the Rolls was driven down
the Jones Beach Causeway, following me,
shooting from a station wagon with an open
rear gate.
Of course, it rained that night and the whole
shoot was a major pain in the ass. Making
things worse, the flash was on the fritz,
which I didn’t know until I processed the
film.
That’s when I discovered that the job would
have to be reshot.
(And you thought being a photographer was
easy?)
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Then there was the time when a Jaguar XKE convertible nearly sank in a New Jersey
pond. That was when long-haired Tom Ridinger took over from clean-cut Noel Werrett, as
Gene’s assistant.
As soon as Ridinger came on board, my life
at Car and Driver changed for the better.
Ridinger and I were on the same page,
stylistically. He was a fan of European
graphic-design; his own work emulated
Twen, a German picture magazine that was
a super-hip version of Life or Look. The
photography featured in Twen was usually
shot in available light with wide-angle
lenses; that was like my style; so, Tom and
I got along famously. We even looked like
brothers.
Tom was more counter-culture than me. His idea for the Jaguar XKE feature story was a
double truck [2-page-spread] of a young black couple swimming—nude or nearly so—in a
secluded pond, with the car in the background.
You can imagine how that idea went
over when Gene presented the
concept to the Board. The idea defied
Marty Touhy’s unwritten law that,
“The car is the star.”
But Gene won the day—arguing that
it would be nice for the magazine to
use black people once in a while. Ha!
So off we went. I drove with the girl
in the Jaguar; Tom and the male
model rode in the camera car.
After driving all over northern New Jersey for the better part of a gray day, we finally
found a secluded pond in a glade just off the highway. However, getting the Jaguar into a
sweet spot in the background proved problematic. Near the edge of the pond, the ground
was too slick for the Jag to get traction and the car slipped perilously close to submersion.
We stopped everything and shot what we had, while we had it. (!) Once the shoot was in
the can, we set about getting the Jaguar back on terra firma using the camera car to give
it a gentle tug and got back to Car and Driver before the Red Ball Garage closed.
Ridinger and I really hit it off on that shoot; the two Hippies got a rep for radical
progressive ideas about graphic design and pictures.
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1970s | Portfolio | Part One | Plates Nos 1-192
This section of the 1970s portfolio presents my automotive work, particularly Car and
Driver magazine, from 1968 through my last automotive print assignment, in 1975.
Following the Car and Driver section is a collection of the work that sprung from C/D. The
work is not presented in strict chronological order.
Plate No1: Yours Truly; portrait by Dona Lakin Plink; probably shot at my request.
Plates Nos2-3: Car and Driver’s editors had a beef with the kangaroo courts that
threatened Alabama drivers with highway robbery. The sequence was shot near an
interchange on New Jersey’s Garden State Parkway; the Alabama flag was a prop.
Photographer Barry Evans, my assistant, got the timing right for the lead shot, of me
photographing the roadside judge.
Plates Nos4-5: The Saab 99 was my first assignment for Car and Driver. Leslie and I were
still together and she supported me 101%. We shot at Fort Totten, an army fort long
abandoned. Getting the mirror to reflect the sun into the camera lens was our biggest
challenge. It was shot on Panatomic-X film, using a R25 (red) filter and a Honeywell
Strobonar for fill light.
No6: The illustration gracing the April, 1970, Car and Driver cover was the work of my
friends at Peterson Color Lab, who assembled the hands photo with the squeezed-car
shot; that was made by re-photographing a large color print with a 16 mm, flat-field
fisheye lens.
No7: The April 1972 Car and Driver cover features my assistant, Joey Clapper, playing
lead singer with a band run by his friend, Bobby Held, shot while driving along the
Causeway at Jones Beach State Park. That issue’s feature story was about car stereos.
No8: The February 1973 Car and Driver cover features C/D’s managing editor, Rich Taylor,
wheeling a Jensen-Healy convertible in a tight turn. The cover story was shot at the
Farber Limestone quarry, in Franklin, New Jersey; it was one of my favorite locations.
Taylor got the car going in the tightest circle that he could; I dodged the car like a
matador, panning with it and using relatively slow shutter speeds to blur everything but
the car. What with the exposure bracketing, I must have done the shot a few dozen times.
Rich complained that he was getting dizzy.
No9: The December 1974 Car and Driver cover was also shot at Farber Limestone; my
assistant Barry Evans doubled as a model/driver for the VW Scirocco cover story.
No10: The June 1975 Car and Driver cover story, written by editor Steve Wilkinson, was
photographed in late April. It wasn’t easy finding a location large enough to accommodate
the two cars in the shot—a Maserati Merak and a Ferrari Dino; Wilkinson didn’t want to go
as far from New York as the quarry; we had to shoot within a 50-mile radius and ended
up shooting at the side of the road, off the Long Island Expressway. It was late winter;
Nature was painted in gray; no matter—I painted the grass green, using a special-purpose
grass colorant purchased from a Hollywood special-effects shop, applied with a two-gallon
[~9 liters] garden sprayer.
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Plate No11: The February 1975 Car and Driver cover story was shot in November, 1974.
The AMC Pacer was put through its paces at Riverhead Raceway; the cover shot was made
in a field near the track. The golden autumn foliage harmonized with the red car and its
equestrian interior.
Plates Nos12-13: For the 1969 Car and Driver Racing Annual feature on the Formula One
Championship, art director Noel Werrett selected one of my Atomicolor shots of the
Watkins Glen Grand Prix. [Note: the collage of smaller shots is not my work.]
Plates Nos14-19: The Car and Driver Boss Denbeigh photos were made at Islip Speedway.
We nearly burned down the control tower, testing the smoke bombs. The Hare Denbeigh
was shot on the Jones Beach State Park causeway. It was a miserable, cold, wet day; so,
we didn’t have to worry about any traffic.
Plates Nos20-23: Car and Driver’s Corvette Mako Shark road test was shot at the Farber
Limestone quarry. My wife, Leslie, drove the beast and modelled for the shots. The
lightning effects in the lead shot were a total serendipity; they were caused by static
electric discharges inside the camera, either as the film was advanced or, more likely,
while it was being rewound. The humidity must have been incredibly low, to have caused
such sparking. I never saw that effect before or after that shoot. Fortunately, the effect
added to the shot. More fortunately, nobody ever asked me to repeat the trick.
Plates Nos24-25: This Car and Driver behavioral collage featured character actor Gene
Laughton. He wasn’t cheap, but he was worth every cent. For me it was easy; I parked
the camera on a tripod and let him do his thing. We had been given a list of behaviors by
the writer, Ralph Keyes; Laughton ad-libbed those and a dozen more.
Plates Nos26-27: For the Car and Driver 1970 Yearbook, one of my stranger photo was
selected to illustrate a piece on The Significance of the Sixties. While not being
“psychedelic,” per se, the shot does look like the photographer might have been on
something. Actually, the shot was made during the 1969 Mako Shark shoot; the Corvette
followed closely behind my camera car, from which a wide-angle Nikon, mounted on a
monopod, hung just over the pavement to capture this shot, using a super-slow shutter
speed (2 seconds).
Plates Nos28-33: For Car and Driver’s Jaguar E-Type [aka XKE] road test, art director Tom
Ridinger and I took a lot of chances: using a black couple as models; showing a little bare
tit; and nearly sinking the car in a pond. The controversial pictures enhanced our
reputations as renegades.
Plates Nos34-37: The Car and Driver Maserati Indy road test was another collaboration
between Ridinger and I. Our work was heavily influenced by the German magazine, Twen.
Chris Haynes modelled for the shots; she subsequently became my girlfriend, until she
decided to try her luck modelling in Tokyo, Japan.
Plates Nos38-40: The pictures on Plate No40 explain why I went to such great lengths to
make a collage for the lead illustration of the Car and Driver Transpo-72 photo-feature.
The so-called Total Transportation Expo event was held in Washington, D.C.
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Plates No41: It snowed hard in Boston the day Car and Driver sent me there to
photograph the EV-1, one of the first prototype electric vehicles; so, I opted for a set-up
shot, in the builder’s garage. [The builder shall remain anonymous for now, because I
can’t find the tear sheets.]
Plates Nos42-46: When I heard that Brock Yates was writing the Car and Driver
Thunderbird piece I was hired to illustrate, I went all out. Yates was C/D’s super-star
contributor; having my name with his was a feather in my cap. So, I put together a threemodel shoot that looked like it cost a thousand bucks, but actually cost me almost
nothing, since the talent owed me, for test shots I had made for them. The photo business
was like that; there was a lot of quid pro quo. Art director Gene Butera told me about an
operational steam-engine and asked for something out of an F. Scott Fitzgerald novel, like
chasing trains. Kylen Golden modelled together with two of my favorite girls, light-haired
Andrea Lawrence and brunette Liz Frasier.
Plates Nos47-51: The Car and Driver “Butterfly Bora” was shot in a fallow potato field in
East Marion, Long Island. Kurt Boehnstedt’s cousin, Freya Trost, modelled as the butterfly,
“for the fun of it.” Ed Just played the chauffeur in the title shot (he owed me, too). The
fanciful shot of the Maserati caused a stir and almost never got used; the publisher
complained it wasn’t automotive enough; so, I agreed to go out gratis a second day and
shoot the highway shot seen on plates Nos50-51.
Plates Nos52-53: Following around traffic-news-reporter and midget-racer Lou Timolat for
an 18-hour day put me through my paces. There were all kinds of photographic
challenges, from tight quarters in his Bell G-47 helicopter (solved with a fisheye lens), to
low-light conditions in and around the midget-racing track (solved with a 58mm f1.2
Nocturnal Nikkor lens).
Plates Nos54-55: Although Car and Driver’s Fiat 124 Spyder road test appeared in the
February issue, it was shot in November, in the countryside near the Philadelphia Fiat
dealership. Justine Reynolds modelled for the shot, together with her beau-du-jour.
Plates Nos56-58: Editor Pat Bedard came up with the clever idea of cloning himself for Car
and Driver’s comparison test of a Chevrolet Vega versus a Ford Pinto.
Plates Nos59-62: It rained like hell the day I had to shoot a Citroën DS21 EFI Pallas for Car
and Driver. I took the car to the quarry out in Franklin, New Jersey, to get a lunar-looking
background over which I printed-in a nebula and air-brushed a night-sky to create the
picture I call, Space Citroën.
Plate No63: Impaired Vision was shot along a byway near Riverhead, Long Island. The
local constabulary were unusually cooperative when they heard I was shooting for Car and
Driver; they re-routed traffic so I could position and light the two bike riders in the right
lane, and slowed traffic in the left lane to a crawl. The effect was done by shooting though
a piece of mottled shower-door glass.
Plates Nos64-65: Car and Driver’s managing editor, Rich Taylor, modelled for this shot,
taken to illustrate writer Steve Smith’s review of car stereos. [See also Plate No7.]
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Plates Nos67-73: It was easy to get my car and bike-racing buddy, Wiley Crockett, to help
out for Car and Driver’s Corvette Mako Shark road tests. Both cars were shot in the Farber
Limestone quarry.
Plates Nos74-77: Car and Driver’s Buick Riviera road test shots were likewise made at the
quarry; I was on my own for that one, hence the driverless cars.
Plates Nos78-79: For Car and Driver’s Renault 12 TL, a dinner and drive-in-movie date was
staged out in Little Neck and Great Neck, New York. The shoot was collaboration with art
director Tom Ridinger; that’s his ex-wife, Flo Fox, holding the ice cream cones. The moon
and stars were painted in; and the drive-in screen was superimposed in the darkroom.
Plates Nos80-85: It’s times like these that make me wish I had kept my nearly complete
six-year collection of Car and Driver magazines; if I had ‘em, I’d be able to retrieve the
back story for C/Ds feature about a Rolls-Royce hearse. All I have are vague recollections
that the models might be Cook Nielsen and his GF.
Plates Nos86-87: In the early days, my friend Allan Seiden frequently helped me out on car
jobs, driving and with general assistance.
Plates Nos88-90: I don’t have tear sheets of the Car and Driver Bud Staner article, so I
asked Bob Brown (former editor of the magazine) why I got paid to make those photo
illustrations. Here’s what he had to say:

“These challenges of yours are getting more and more difficult. That is, indeed, H. Kent "Bud" Staner.
Mark McCormick's chief assistant at International Management Group. Currently, IMG is a powerful
entity in several international sports and virtually ubiquitous on the US sports scene. In the early 70s
IMG was just branching out from tennis, golf and skiing into motorsports.
“Clearly, Staner, who would head up IMG's motorsport operation, is in a tv control room [Stanner
was superimposed in the darkroom, as were the racers images on the TV monitors.] and
clearly from the monitors a number of IMG's most prominent driver/clients are being featured, such as
Denis Hulme, Jackie Stewart (in his Greek fisherman's cap) and Mark Donohue (above Staner}. This
would probably date the photo as late 1972 or 73, as Francois Cevert (on the central monitor) was
killed in a particularly gruesome crash in practice for the 1974 US GP at Watkins Glen, which would
render the photo unusably tasteless for any article on Staner or IMG.
“FYI Brock Yates (an IMG client), Staner and I shared the second place Dodge Challenger in the 1972
Cannonball Baker Sea-to-Shining Sea Memorial Trophy Dash (which provided the plot outline for the
Burt Reynolds/Hal Needham movie).
“MORE FYI We had it won until a morning rush hour traffic jam ten miles from the finish at the
Portofino Inn drove us off the freeway… with no map showing us unfamiliar local streets. so we were
lost for more than a half an hour driving down grim alleys and dead-ends, backtracking and mostly
yelling at each other as our lead was overtaken by Steve Behr. As they used to say, bummer.”
Plates No91: A candid of Your’s Truly, (probably) by Barry Evans.
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Plates Nos92-95: To illustrate William Jeanes’ retro piece about a ’51 Mercury convertible,
he enlisted cast members from the Broadway production of the musical, Grease, whose
promoters were keen for tie-in promotions and publicity, like this article. By this time, I
had mastered the super-wide Nikkor 20 mm lens. The scenes were shot at the Wetson’s
drive-in in Astoria, Queens; that was the home turf for the Grease gangs.
Plates Nos96-99: The hardest part about Car and Driver’s Triumph TR-6 road test
assignment was the strip-in work required for the shot of driver Tim Wilcox talking to
himself in the passenger seat. The dividing line was a diagonal slice between them,
carefully retouched with Spot-Off toners and razor-etching.
Plates Nos100-103: This presentation of Car and Driver’s Mercedes-Benz 280 road test is
missing the best picture—a super-wide shot from inside the car of a dozen boys from the
frat house peering in through every window, their noses pressed to the glass. The
Mercedes star was imprinted in the darkroom after which the glow was airbrushed.
Plates Nos104-105: [See also, Plate No8]. Car and Driver’s managing editor, Rich Taylor,
modeled a Jensen-Healey for this feature road test. He drove the car around a wide circle
at the Farber Limestone quarry; I panned the camera, following the car, using a 105 mm
Nikkor lens and slow shutter speeds (1/8th and 1/15th of a second) to streak the
foreground and background.
Plates Nos106-111: For Pat Bedard’s Car and Driver feature, “Mustang II Meets Mazda,”
the magazine flew me to Detroit where we shot at Ford’s test track. (Or was it GM’s?)
Plates Nos112-115: My assistant Barry Evans doubled as a model/driver for the VW
Scirocco cover story, photographed at the Farber Limestone quarry. [See also, Plate Ns9.]
Plates Nos116-117: This was my second Brock Yates article; like the first (see
Thunderbird, Plates Nos46-46, above) it had to be good. Again, I went all-out. Art director
Gene Butera conceived of the shot, mocking the US Department of Transportation’s
bureaucratic “red tape.” We rigged an office at Car and Driver for the shot; Gene made all
the signage. The models are, unfortunately, anonymous.
Plates Nos118-119: Car and Driver only had the Ferrari 308 GTB Vertroresina for one
afternoon; the pictures were made in New York City’s Central Park. Let me tell you, it was
crazy; shooting from the back of a motorcycle, in New York traffic. The extreme distortion
of a Nikkor 20mm lens “makes the otherwise “simple” shot.
Plates Nos120-122: [See also, Plate No11.] The AMC Pacer was put through its paces at
Riverhead Raceway; details were shot in a field near the track. The golden autumn foliage
harmonized with the red car and its avant-garde interior.
Plates No123: A 1973 “selfie” used as a spacer, separating Car and Driver from the rest of
my automotive portfolio. My automotive (and aircraft) photography categorized me as a
“sheet-metal man.”
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Plates Nos124-125: Amalie Oil was the first spin-off from my Car and Driver exposure.
They flew me to Houston to shoot legendary drag-racer, Gene Snow.
Plates Nos126-127: Arrow-Hart purchased my portfolio shot, taken at the Bridgehampton
Can-Am races.
Plates Nos128-135: Basford art director Kurt Boehnstedt gifted me the Zn-75 job, for the
Zinc Institute. It was my first big-studio experience—a big challenge. The prestige
brochure added luster to my portfolio.
Plates Nos136-143: Michael Parish, freelance art director of Penthouse magazine, became
a big client. We shot a half-dozen jobs together. He and I worked as well together as Tom
Ridinger and I had; we could collaborate; each of us was secure, in our egos.
It started with the Subaru Leone Coupe feature, which I shot at the quarry (Farber
Limestone); that’s Michael, at the wheel; he was a handsome lad.
The next assignment was a Volvo P-1800 estate wagon. We got flown to Florida to shoot
that one, together with two professional models. Yikes! Can you imagine the costs? Well,
that’s the kind of money that was sloshing around then, before the famous Arabian-Oil
Embargo (fiasco) in 1973.
That was followed by an article about the Mazda Rx-2, photographed in a meadow out on
Long Island, using a “fruitcake filter”—a multi-faceted prism attached to the lens—for the
lead shot. Parish supplied the models; I don’t remember their names.
Plates Nos144-150: The Penthouse magazine write-up of the Maserati Bora involved two
shoots. The first was shot at the Farber Limestone quarry. I shot black and white as well
as color, both “normal” and Infrared-Aero Ektachrome, aka Atomicolor. The second shoot
happened in a field of wild daisies at the edge of the Long Island Expressway out in
Ronkonkoma, Long Island. I can’t remember the names of the models. I remember him
commenting on the fact that he was being paid to drive a $100,000 car.
Plates Nos151-165: These plates document the biggest job I ever had, up ‘till then: a
week-long advertising assignment from Ogilvy & Mather, for Mercedes-Benz. Advertising
were the crème-de-la-crème, the Holy Grail for photographers; they paid the biggest
bucks. The job entailed photographing a new line-up of a half-dozen new models;
performance shots; in the dead of winter.
I enlisted the aid of my friends Allen Seiden and Wiley Crockett. We were beset by bad
weather and “politics” among the client’s crew. By the end, everyone involved hated each
other and the entire experience. Our myriad miseries are well described in the manuscript.
[See, 1972 – Shooting Stars – Wishful Thinking.]
Plates Nos166-167: This BMW 2002 was shot in parallel with the Mercedes shoot just
described, for an Ogilvy & Mather new-business pitch; to alert Mercedes-Benz to their
latest competitor. You can see, in the background, how unappealing the New Jersey Pine
Barrens really looked.
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Plates Nos168-175: Shooting for Penthouse magazine was way different than Car and
Driver for one simple reason: they had way more money.
Car and Driver’s page rate at the time was $150; a cover shot earned $350; that wasn’t
much, even then. Many times, I found myself working for the equivalent of one or two
bucks an hour, considering the work put in. However, Penthouse paid thrice the page rate
and all the expenses (like models). For example, free-lance art director Mike Parish and I
flew to Florida to shoot a Jensen Interceptor III. We were hired by editor Dawn Steel, who
went on to hold high offices in Hollywood, as president of one of the big studios
(Paramount, I think). It rained the first two days; we finally had to shoot because we were
running out of time. Ironically, the lead shot was one of the wet ones. Fortunately, the
weather turned good on our third and final day. A local model was hired for a series of
shots that never made ink.
Plates Nos176-181: There are very few pictures of me at work; these are among the most
realistic; art director Mike Parish took them, while I photographed a Bricklin sportscar for
a picture spread in Gallery magazine, a raunchier rag than Penthouse. The pictures were
shot at the Farber Limestone quarry, where we had total privacy. The model
(unfortunately anonymous) was hired from Kevin Barry’s agency. Pete Tenney came along
to help; that’s him holding the flash-pack used to fill the shadows; it took four Honeywell
Strobonars to overcome the bright sun (Plates Nos180-181).
Plates Nos182-185: Note, the pages of this Gallery magazine Mazda RX-4 photospread are
not presented in proper order; the first plate is actually the last page. Michael Parish
organized and art directed the shoot. It was a multi-product “advertorial” for the car as
well as the fashions worn by the (anonymous) models. We shot at an upscale stable near
Chester, Pennsylvania. Parish and I made a good team; he was an excellent stylist.
Plates Nos186-189: At the height of his reign at Burson-Marsteller, Don O’Neill captured a
big chunk of business from Rolls-Royce: the roll-out of their new Camargue model. O’Neill
hired Wilhelmina models Laura White and Ken Latham and outfitted them with British
country clothes from Bergdorf-Goodman; tweed outfits with a flat cap for him and a
“deerstalker” for her. I was assisted by Jim Casey. We took the Rolls out to end of Long
Island in search of good weather, but ended up shooting in the fog, anyway. You know
what they say: if Life gives you lemons, make lemonade. I enhanced the natural fog with
a filter pack on the lens that included Tiffen Fog #1 and CC 20 B (pastel blue).
Plates Nos190-191: Following the success of the Rolls-Royce Camargue presser (press
conference), Burson-Marsteller landed a piece of business from Renault: the U.S. launch
of their Gordini model, dubbed Le Car. The pictures were shot at the Farber Limestone
quarry in New Jersey. Marty Brodfurer drove the car. Shortly after, at a presser held at
Flemington Speedway in New Jersey. the car was demolished when an agency guy lost it
in a tight turn, doing a test lap around the historic road-racing course. It was my last car
job, until I was hired by Saab, in Sweden, to launch their 9000 model in 1984.
Plate No192: This automotive portfolio ends pretty much where it began, with a picture
taken during one of my first assignments for Car and Driver, of an antique mechanic
working on an antique, Pierce-Arrow car, for a piece written by editor Leon Mandel.
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1970 – Cycles of Life– Chance Encounter

Paralleling my inroads at Car and Driver, I began getting assignments from Cycle, a sister
Ziff-Davis magazine that shared the 5th floor of One Park Avenue.
Eberhard Leuthke was the art director then, before the stress of the job exhausted him
and George Ramos was re-assigned from Snowmobiling to take his place. Ebbie was a
German import; an über nervous man who spoke English with a heavy Bavarian accent.
I have never met a man less sure of himself than poor ol’ Ebbie.
The good news was that I could convince him of almost anything; he was hungry for ideas
and had few of his own. Eberhard learned graphic design as a craft, using the tried-andtrue Swiss grid system; curved lines didn’t come naturally to him; but he felt the pressure
from upstairs to make Cycle as modern looking as Car and Driver. So, the first thing Ebbie
did was start using the same photographers and illustrators as Gene Butera.
Given Luethke’s conventional thinking and insecurity, I successfully adopted Butera’s sales
strategy: first show a wild idea, follow-up with a dozer, and compromise on the one you
really want to do.
Eberhard’s insecurity made him difficult to work with—too difficult for Art Guererro, a
clever young copy writer brought in from Cycle’s west coast office in California. One of
Guererro’s first jobs was coming up with the core creative for a public service advertising
campaign sponsored by the Motorcycle Industries Council (MIC).
Bikers have always had a reputation for being noisy renegades, libertarians who disregard
society’s mores, folkways and laws; dirt bikers were among the worst offenders, for
ripping up the landscape.
MIC wanted to alter improve that image; their PR agency recommended that Cycle
produce a series of full-page advertisements; Cycle was considered the most authoritative
motorcycle publication.
Now that he was in New York—media Mecca —Art had big plans for himself; he was not
about to surrender any part of the ad campaign to the likes of brain-dead Eberhard
Luethke; instead he turned to Tom Ridinger for help with the design of the campaign, and
Tom, in turn, leaned on me, for creative support.
I was well into air brush and strip-in techniques by then, so the sky was the limit,
conceptually. With the full support of Cycle’s editor, Cook Nielsen, and the help of
technical editor Jess Thomas, the three of us—Tom, Art and I—produced six ads based on
ecological themes involving responsible riding. The campaign was called Earth Ride.
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The first of the six ads—headlined Earth
Ride—was a double truck [double-page
spread] of Jess Thomas riding across a
barren landscape (the sand quarry in
Commack) wearing a gas mask.
I printed that picture on high-contrast
paper, to make the scene look harsh, and
burned-in the dreary landscape to give the
appearance of a polluted fog.

Richard Faye starred in the second ad—headlined
Threat—playing an arrogant noise polluter; we
rigged the bell of a French horn onto a bike and
shot the scene at the quarry after photographing
Jess Thomas for the first.

The third and fourth ads—respectively
headlined Breath Deep and Make the World
Go Away—were illustrated with two shots
from my portfolio of Wiley Crockett riding
his Husqvarna dirt bike.
Breath Deep was a shot of him jumping over
a motorized Nikon camera rigged with a
fisheye lens.
You know that warning, “Objects in the
mirror are closer than they appear?”
I nearly lost a pricey lens doing that shot.
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Make the World Go Away was shot from
ground level. A motorized Nikon was
mounted onto a small, Leitz tabletop tripod,
placed into the hole dug for Breath Deep.
The lens was the ultra-sharp 21 mm super
wide angle mentioned earlier; I wanted
everything sharp and clear. An orange filter
darkened the sky.
Wiley jumped the bike, landing just in front
of the camera—another near-miss.
The original neg, shot on Plus-X, was
printed onto 4 X 5-inch [~10 X 12 cm] Tri-X
sheet film, processed for reticulation (a
large-grain effect) and “solarized” (exposed
to light) during development. That pos
image was contacted onto another sheet of
Tri-X, to create a printable negative.
Solarization added light to shadow areas.
Reticulation was done by alternately
plunging the negative into hot and cold
water. The multiple flips and flops built-up
the contrast, which enhanced the grain.
The fifth ad—headlined, Miss You—was shot at a
land fill near the Commack quarry.
The place was already full of litter; but the trash
needed rearranging in the foreground to
enhance the composition.
The foreground shot was done with a the same
red-filtered 21 mm Nikkor lens.
The “moon” is actually a NASA public-domain
shot of the Earth, superimposed in the
darkroom.
A 35 mm negative was shot from the 70 mm
NASA transparency (shot with a Hasselblad) and
printed on 8 X 10-inch [~20 X 24 cm] single
weight paper. Earth was cut-out and pasted onto
a 16 X 20-inch [~40 X 50 cm] print of the
foreground scene. Printing plates and copy
negatives were made from that master art.
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The final ad—One Life to Make It
Happen—was a bit ironic, in my
opinion. It was shot in a farm
field on the outskirts of
Ronkonkoma, about 10 minutes
away from the sand quarry in
Commack. The ad’s copy called
on bikers to respect nature, to
avoid tearing up the turf. The
picture contradicts that appeal;
after all, how did the bikers
pictured get into the middle of
that field without disrespectfully
damaging it? And why were they
there in the first place?
That picture likely made ink because none of us could come up with a better idea.
Our efforts (and egos) were rewarded when the campaign was accepted for publication in
Communication Arts magazine’s CA-70, a prestigious annual catalogue presenting the
year’s best examples of advertising and editorial design.
Shortly after that, Cook Nielsen bypassed art director Eberhard Luethke and hired me
directly, to shoot my first cover for Cycle. Nielsen was ladies’ man and a good looking
one; blond, tanned, physically fit, and Californian (think Beach Boys); image wise, he was
to women what Farrah Fawcett was to men; Cook could have any girl he wanted, I
reckoned, at least that’s the way it seemed.
For the cover shot, Nielsen hired Michaela Lawrence, a top
model, to sit on a Suzuki T-350 “Rebel” bike. Nielsen made
sure he was there when the job was shot; it was pretty
clear he was hoping that she would be sitting on more than
the bike. Maybe Michaela suspected that, because she
never showed up for the shoot; she sent her sister, Andréa,
instead; that changed my life, not Cook’s.
To elaborate: Michaela called the morning of the big shoot
to say that she couldn’t do the gig but her sister, Andrea,
could and she was already on her way, from Connecticut.
There was no way to contact her—it was way before cell
phones. Making matters worse, it was a snowy day and
every transit system was snarled.
Andrea Lawrence graced Cycle’s July, 1970 cover; shot with infrared-color film.

The shoot was scheduled for late afternoon—at Cook’s request (“…and please have some
wine on hand.”)—so we had some slack time built in; I had booked the talent for a 10:00
am call; that would give us two hours to block the shot and two hours for Justine to do
the model’s hair and make-up with a two-hour grace period.
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At 11:00, a rosy-cheeked Andrea Lawrence bustled in wearing a white-fur-lined bright-red
ski jacket. “Whew!” she puffed, “did you know the elevator is out?” But she was all smiles
and they were mesmerizing. “I need a good cup of coffee, a cigarette and a puff on
somebody’s pipe!” Call me naïve, but that moment was the first time in my life when I felt
love at first sight.
My attraction to Andrea (I preferred to call her Andréa, with the French accent)
complicated the shoot; Cook’s advances were painfully obvious. Nielsen stretched the
shoot well into the evening; he ordered out food and gave me the nod, meaning turn on
the mood lighting and music. Nielsen cozied-up next to Andréa on the couch during the
dinner break; she played coy. I wanted to put knockout drops in Nielsen’s drink.
I reckoned that I didn’t stand a chance with Andréa; Cook had it all over me in looks and
savoir faire. He suggested that we all go party together. Then, a miracle occurred: Andréa
announced that she had to catch the train back to Connecticut. Nielsen offered to escort
her downstairs and hail her a cab, but she fended him off. Nielsen was stunned. There
was no joy in Mudville; mighty Casey had struck out.
[Spoiler Alert: Things were never the same between Cook and I after he learned that
Andréa and I were dating; work from Cycle went on the decline.]

1970s | Portfolio | Part Two | Plates Nos 1 – 58
This portfolio comprises the better part of my work for Cycle magazine.
Plate No1: When Andréa Lawrence shot my portrait, neither she nor I realized it was
almost over between us. Of note: I’m wearing Caroline Hadley’s I-Ching coins.
Plate Nos2-11: Illustrating a road test of the Yamaha 350 Twin was my first assignment for
Cycle magazine. Jess Thomas performed the tests, wrote the piece and modelled for the
photographs. He had the bike at his home office in Seacliff, Long Island (about an hour
out of New York, on the North Shore)—a rambling shop that occupied every square inch of
the garage, basement and back yard. There were a dozen bikes in various stages of
assembly and disassembly; how he kept track of it all, I couldn’t imagine. We shot around
the marshes of a local beach. Having the writer direct the shoot was ideal; there were no
wasted frames second guessing what he might write about.
Plate No12: The September ‘69 Cycle magazine cover was my first; it featured my wife,
Leslie, in a custom-made “moon suit” which she made for the occasion. The spacey
helmet was made from a Plexiglas lampshade. The shot was made in an abandoned
quarry, shot on Infrared-Aero Ektachrome film, using a #47B filter (pure blue).
Plate Nos13-15: Jess Thomas’s road test of a Rickman Metisse motorcycle, this one a socalled “café-racer” racer model. The lead shot with the squiggly lights was made on the
Long Island Expressway; I was in the back of a station wagon, hanging off the back with a
flash camera (Nikon FTn with Honeywell Strobonar). The flash stopped the action, but I
left the shutter open for a few seconds while “zooming” in. As the car rode over rough
pavement, the camera bounced and the headlights of on-coming vehicles traces squiggly
lines onto the film. I shot three 36-exposure rolls to make sure I got the shot and this was
the only one.
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In most of the others, the headlights’ squiggles overlapped Thomas and/or the bike. The
color differential in Plate Nos14 & 15 was due to the different filters I used. The bike was
red and appears normal in the small picture. In the hero shot, I was using a red filter to
darken the sky; it also made the bike look lighter. Those shots were made from the foot of
the Brooklyn Bridge, with lower Manhattan in the background. We waited an hour for that
airplane to fly by. [Only kidding.]
Plate No16: Shooting July ‘70 Cycle magazine cover was how I met Andréa Lawrence,
modeling for a Suzuki 350 Rebel motorcycle, as described in the manuscript.
Plate No17: The March ’71 Cycle magazine cover, featuring a Norton 750 Roadster—aka
the Norton Commando—was the most difficult studio shot I ever undertook.
Photographically, it was a snap. Building the set was the hard part—cantilevering the bike
to support the weight of the rider (Cook Neilsen). We went through nearly a full roll of
seamless paper to get the right look.
Plate No18: The April ’71 Cycle magazine cover, featuring a Moto Guzzi 750 Ambassador
was a straightforward undertaking. The hardest part was getting the big bike up to my
fifth-floor studio in the small, passenger elevator. To light the bike, I surrounded it with
floor-to-ceiling white reflector boards, which you can see, reflected in the chrome.
Plate No19: The Cycle magazine cover for their 1971 Racing Annual was an Atomicolor
shot I made at the Pepperell Motocross in 1968, using Infrared-Aero Ektachrome and a
#72 (brown) filter.
Plate Nos20-27: Phil Schilling was the model for the October ’72 Cycle magazine cover,
featuring a Ducati 750 Twin; he also wrote the road test. We shot the bike around Bear
Mountain State Park (a couple of hours north of New York City). The fold-out cover was a
first for Cycle. The “night” shot [made with infrared color film and a 58G (green) filter]
was added at the last minute, at Schilling’s request; he needed to fill an extra page and
had run out of words.
Plate Nos28-29: For a feature article on a custom-built Harley-Davidson Sportster
motorcycle, Cycle editor Cook Neilsen and I took the bike out to New York National
Speedway, in Center Moriches, Long Island, where Neilsen put it through its paces; he
was a big fan of muscle bikes.
Plate Nos30-39: I knew I had arrived when Cycle flew me out to Ohio, to photograph the
famous Chillicothe Hillclimb. If ever there were an endurance test, this was certainly it. I
worked with Cycle’s free-lance writer Frank Connors; he was well known by the event
organizers and got me into the pits and in prime locations on the hillside itself.
Plates Nos40-47: For Cycle magazine’s Jawa Velorex Sidecar road test, I was given free
reign and a reasonably significant budget; enough to hire my buddy Wiley Crockett and
Barbara Wing as models and take them to Chester, Pennsylvania, about 110 miles [~180
kilometers] Southwest of New York, for the shoot. There, Justine made arrangements for
us to shoot at a neighborhood mansion. Wing, an accomplished equestrian, rode Justine’s
horse Admiral for the lead shot.
[Continued after Plates]
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Plate No48-55: The Earth Ride campaign, sponsored by the Motorcycle Industries Council
[MIC] was a creative joint effort of art director Tom Ridinger, writer Art Guerero and Yours
Truly. The kick-off ad for the ecologically oriented campaign featured Cycle editor Jess
Thomas riding across a futuristic wasteland wearing a gas mask. The second ad, headlined
Threat, was about noise pollution; it featured Richard Faye as a rude rider. Faye rigged
parts of a baritone horn to the tail of a motorcycle for the illustration.
The third ad, Make The World Go Away, featured a shot from my motorcycle portfolio, of
Wiley Crockett, called Jumping Bike. The fourth ad, Breath Deep, also features a portfolio
shot of Wiley, called Fisheye Bike. The fifth ad, Miss You, was shot on the at a landfill site
near Jess Thomas’ Cycle workshop; and he modelled for the picture. Earth was added in
the darkroom. The final ad, One Life to Make It Happen, should probably have been
illustrated differently; what are two bikes doing out in to middle of a pristine field?
Plate Nos56-58: This was the article that got Cook Nielsen his comeuppance. For his article
about choppers, Cook made a pact with the Hell’s Angels he interviewed, that he would
show them his prose before publishing them. When the magazine hit the stands, the
Angels hit the roof; they showed up at Cycle’s offices and beat up Nielsen. I don’t have
tear sheets of the article; and I can’t remember what the fuss was all about. We drove out
to Jersey in Cook’s car to make the set shot; the sticker on the wing window is a
Bonneville Speed Trials permit. That’s the man himself sitting on a chopper at a
McDonalds, where we stopped, along the way.
1971 – Everything Is Beautiful in Its Own Way – Life with Andréa

Today, California is a hub of commerce and industry; but back in 1971 Californian life
was “laid back;” people went to the Golden State to surf, not to work (unless they were
wannabe Hollywood stars and starlets).
Californians in general, and Valley Girls8 in particular, were easy-come, easy-go people;
they didn’t take life as seriously as East Coast people; for them, everything was beautiful
in its own way.
I found that philosophy a bit naïve and self-serving; but that’s the way Valley Girls were.
For a New Yorker like me, Valley Girls were a push-over; I loved cruising the bars along
Marina Del Rey where scoring was as easy as shooting fish in a barrel. I always wore a
suit, to differentiate me from the Hawaiian-shirted local boys; my dress begged the
question, where are you from? My answer worked like a charm. While for New Yorkers it
was “California dreamin’,” Californians dreamt of New York.
`

Andréa Lawrence was a prototypical Valley Girl. She grew up in trendy Van Nuys, the
daughter of Deforest Lawrence; he was the wealthy owner of the Valley’s Chevrolet
franchise. Her mother was a patrician lady who kept her own name, Patricia Hurley. Like
her older sister, Michaela, Andréa was well bred and well raised.

8

Google defines a Valley Girl as, “…a fashionable and affluent teenage girl from the San Fernando Valley in southern California.
Urban Dictionary defines Valley Girls as, “…a teenage female who seems to have no idea where she is …usually found off the coast of

California …seemingly beautiful in nature but truly idiotic …[who] likes to use the phrases "like omg" and inserts the word "like"
wherever she possibly can.”
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However, although she lived the poolside lifestyle of California’s nouveau riche, Andréa
had an inferiority complex which she tried to mask by adopting an ultra-cool persona.9
Michaela Lawrence, Andréa’s older sister, had escaped the Valley and become a successful
New York model, which is no small achievement (every year nearly 100,000 people flock
to New York to make their fortune as models and actors and within three years 99% of
them fail.) Michaela’s success and hip, East Coast lifestyle made her sister jealous. Thus,
Andréa jumped at the chance when Michaela invited her to visit New York. It was a
serendipity that the Cycle magazine cover job occurred during Andréa’s sisterly sojourn.
Andréa was as anxious as I was to see the results of the Cycle cover shoot. The morning
after the shoot, she called from Michaela’s condo in Connecticut, asking if she could come
in and have a look at all the pictures. That was like a dream come true for me—the
chance to be alone with her. I arranged a late afternoon viewing—for precisely the same
reasons as Cook—and followed it up with dinner at the Spain restaurant. I played it cool
and made zero advances on Andréa that day; I saw what that approach had accomplished
for Cook Nielsen. Instead, during our dinner conversation, I tempted her with the offer to
do more pictures and suggested that Andréa could be as successful at modelling as her
sister. She soaked up my words like they were California sunshine.
Andréa returned to my studio the very next
afternoon, to begin work on a portfolio. I
explained that we’d begin with head shots and
some full-length body shots—you know, the
basics (wink, wink). By the end of that
evening we were shooting full nudes—some of
the best I ever shot. Although we could have
easily gone all the way that night, I sent her
home to her sister’s place in Connecticut.
I was head-over-heels in lust love with
Andréa, totally moonstruck. When she told me
that she was heading back to California, that
she had overstayed her welcome at
Michaela’s, I invited her to stay with me in the
Flushing house. Two days later she moved in
and we started building a life together.
At first, I was able to keep Andréa’s attention
by taking pictures of her—building her ego—
and giving her opportunities to earn some
money by helping me in the studio, where her
presence was a boon—keeping people
entertained while I got things done. She also
earned her keep assisting me on shoots and
modelling.
9

Valley Girls wished they grew up in Santa Monica, Venice or Manhattan Beach; they longed to be part of the LA’s infamous
social scene; to be Madonna’s proverbial Material Girl.
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Among the jobs we did together was a Car and
Driver feature about the Ford Thunderbird.
Those pictures were styled with the retro,
sepia look of the Great Gatsby era and shot
out in Phillipsburg, New Jersey, where there
was an operational steam locomotive—the
New York, Susquehanna & Western Rail Road.
Andréa starred with Kylen Golden and, in
another shot, with Elizabeth Frasier (see in
color plates.)
Andréa also appeared in a job shot for my old Basford colleague, Bill Schroeder—a
brochure for AISI’s Committee of Stainless-Steel Producers, about stainless steel wheel
covers. She loved the attention she was getting; I loved the feeling of taking care of
someone who needed my care (or so I thought).
Early on, I introduced Andréa to my family. That August, they invited us to join them
during their summer holidays in Greenport at the Mosbach Cottages.

To digress momentarily: Greenport (and East Marion) was our family’s vacation spot for
three decades. We began going there in 1953, when Mom and Dad drove Nanna out to
Greenport to visit a friend staying at Ireland House, a guest home on Main Street owned and
operated by a woman who was a correspondent for several newspapers, including the New
York Journal American and Herald Tribune. She introduced them to Herman Dinsmore, a
New York Times journalist who lived with his wife across the street from Ireland House; the
Dinsmores suggested we stay at the Mosbach Cottages, in East Marion.
Greenport was a quaint, sleepy town. We I didn’t spend
much time there except to shop for groceries and
supplies at the A&P, the only big food store for miles
around. We got fresh produce at Marion’s Farm Stand,
along the three-mile [5.2 kilometer] stretch of Route 25
that linked Greenport and East Marion.
Then, and even more so now, Greenport was an expensive
town, oriented toward serving wealthy yachtsmen and
cruisers, who shopped for supplies at Preston’s Marina. For a
treat, Nanna would take us to one of the fancy eateries in
Greenport—Mitchell’s Restaurant or Claudio’s.10 The Seafood
Barge, in Southhold, was our favorite place for lobster and
sautéed soft-shell crabs.
Painting © Trish Deitz
10

Wikipedia: Claudio's Restaurant believes themselves to be the oldest single family-owned restaurant in the United States.
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It was in Greenport that I learned to fish. Nanna taught me; she was an avid angler. One of
her claims to fishing fame was hauling in a 30-pound [13.6 kilogram] Northern Pike.
Nanna took me out on the Tex, a sturdy, 30-foot [9.12-meter] open boat that fished the
waters of Gardiners Bay. We bought our bait and tackle at Art’s Bait Shop; Art also gave us
tips about the hottest spots and the best lures to use. I spent my entire allowance at Art’s on
many occasions; my prize possession was a 10-foot [~3-meter] surf-casting rod with a
Mitchell spinning reel.
Nanna also rented 13-foot skiffs [~4 meters] from the Southold Fishing Station, so we could
fish whenever we wanted to. The skiffs were rowboats with 15 hp Evinrude outboards, built
for neither comfort nor speed. Going anywhere in those less-than-totally-seaworthy boats
was an adventure—especially the two-hour ride from the fishing station to our house in East
Marion. Although only 8 miles [12.8 kilometers] by car, the boat trip was twice the distance
given the irregularity of the coastline. The little skiffs chugged along at less than 10 mph [16
kmh]; even the slightest headwind really slowed them down.
On one occasion, after navigating around the Shelter Island ferry and the huge mossbunker
boats in Greenport’s sheltered harbor,11 a wind came up when we hit the open waters of
Gardiners Bay. The sea got so rough that there were times when I thought we weren’t going
make it. Dad struggled to fight the waves; the little boat shuddered ominously as the bow
smashed against them; the spray drenched us; water poured in over the gunnels and filled the
boat with nearly a foot of water; sister Kathy and I had to bail like mad, to keep us from
sinking. After that episode, Dad decided to get a more seaworthy boat of our own, which
Nanna sponsored. She bought us a 17-foot lapstrake boat, a Lyman runabout with a 15 hp
Mercury outboard. A year later, Dad upgraded to 20 hp motor so we could waterski.
During our first summers in East Marion, Greenport
was a major hub for the commercial fishing industry;
there were major fish and shell fish processing factories
in Greenport harbor and huge trawlers swept through
Gardiners Bay fishing for moss bunkers. The old
oyster plant became the Scrimshaw Restaurant.
[Google image 8b19ac0552fc08cb808d9937ef2274b4.jpg]

Fishing in those years was terrific; we hauled in more fish than we could eat—edible ones,
like porgies (bony and strong flavored) and blowfish (which taste like chicken) as well as
inedible sea robins and dog fish (aka sand sharks); occasionally, we’d be lucky enough to
hook a fluke, a ling cod, or rock fish. However, the greedy commercials fished out the bay
and by the late fifties the fishing there was lousy for everyone.
11

Mossbunker is another name for the oily Mednhayden fish. [Wikipedia: Menhaden, also known as mossbunker and bunker, are
forage fish of the genera Brevoortia and Ethmidium, two genera of marine fish in the family Clupeidae. Menhaden is a blend of poghaden
and an Algonquian word akin to Narragansett munnawhatteaûg, derived from munnohquohteau ‘he fertilizes', referring to their use of the
fish as fertilizer. It is generally thought that Pilgrims were advised by Tisquantum to plant menhaden with their crops.
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When we weren’t fishing in the skiff, I spent my time casting for snappers (baby blue fish)
from the jetty in front of the house. Schools of snappers numbering in the thousands
migrated to Gardiners Bay every August; they flashed silvery blue in the crystal-clear water as
they hunted minnows in the lush seagrasses. Snappers were a hoot to hook; despite weighing
less than half a pound [~one-quarter kilo] they fought like the devil, jumping out of the
water to spit out the lure and get off the hook. Using light tackle, landing them was a
challenge; but on a good day I’d bring back a dozen. Mom would sauté them for supper;
they were bony but light and tasty; very unlike dark-fleshed, strong-flavored, oily adult blue
fish. But the over-fishing of moss bunkers brought an end to the snapper fishing, too; the
big trawlers swept up everything into their huge nets and all those fish got turned into
fertilizer and food for livestock.
Long Beach Light was another hot spot; the fishing
there was almost always terrific.
Back in the ‘50s, before it was declared landmark and
completely restored, the historic old light house was
decimated by vandals.
On a couple of our fishing expeditions, we explored the
spooky old place. Landing on the man-made island—a
pile of rocks about 100 feet in circumference [30.48
meters]—required Dad to carefully navigate through a
reef of giant boulders with sharp edges; it was a tricky
business.
Long Beach Light © Elizabeth Hiddink, Orient, New York

Inside and out, the lighthouse was in ruins; thick coats of paint peeled from the walls and
ceilings; chunks of dried paint and shards of broken-window glass littered the floor; the
stairs were missing many steps, but we climbed them anyway, all the way up to the top of the
tower, where the light was originally housed. The light was long gone, along with its huge
Fresnel lenses; but the sheer size of its cradle was enough to impress a nine-year-old, like me;
I easily fit inside of it. Imagine, a light bulb bigger than yourself!
When we fished at the lighthouse, we’d usually detour to go crabbing in the wetlands of
Orient State Park, at the foot of Long Beach, where a network of inlets flowed in and out of
a dense, odorful swamp that we called The Creek. The primeval marsh was filled with wild
birds… and blue-claw crabs. (Yum!) Dad would shut off the motor and propel us along
narrow passages through bulrushes using the oars as poles— that’s where I first heard the
term, “Up the creek without a paddle.” Kathy and I would take turns manning the bow with
a crab net; the trick was to scoop up the crabs before they skittered away; we missed way
more than we netted, but still came home with enough to fill a 10-gallon pot [about 38
liters].
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Back then, I had no compunctions about dropping the crabs into the boiling caldron; Mom
said they had to be boiled alive; she said the boiling water stunned them, that it was a mercy
killing, that they didn’t feel any pain. Ha!
All that seemed natural, then, as did clubbing the fish we caught, to kill them quickly instead
of letting them flop about in the sun, suffocating to death. Now, I am repulsed by fishing
and haven’t eaten a crab or a lobster in decades; although, truth told, I get tempted.
But enough reminiscing….
Fast forward nearly two decades: in 1971, the Mesney family was still cohesive. Everyone
made the annual pilgrimage to Greenport that year.12 They were all keen to meet my new
gal. Having lived through my divorce from Leslie a year earlier, they knew that I was in
some kind of metamorphosis and wanted to learn more about why I had given-up a good
job with a solid ad agency for the Bohemian life of a free-lance photographer.
Everyone got along famously although there was a bit of a kerfuffle at first—Mom wanted
Andréa to bunk with one of my sisters; she didn’t like the idea of Andréa and I sleeping
together; however, I prevailed and she assigned us the upstairs bedroom; that was more
private, although the bed was a squeaky one.
Our holiday was interrupted when Andréa got stung by a bee. It turned out that she was
highly allergic to bee venom and quickly developed anaphylaxis, which can be life
threatening. Andréa’s throat and tongue swelled up; she started having dizzy spells and
difficulty breathing. We needed a doctor, fast; but it was a weekend and there were none
to be found in East Marion or Greenport. Instead, we piled into my VW and drove off in
search of help. We had to drive all the way to Southhold [~14 miles (~22 kilometers)
Southwest of East Marion] before we found a clinic with epinephrine, the antidote for her
bee sting.
The next day, Andréa and I drove east from
Greenport to spend the afternoon exploring
Orient Point, the eastern tip of Long Island,
where a retired LST13 ferried traffic to and
from New London, Connecticut. It was the
same ship we used to ride, when kids. (!)
We rode that ferry on our way back to New
York a couple of days later.
Photo © Card Cow [card00761_fr]
12

The incorporated village of Greenport is located on Long Island's north fork approximately one hundred miles east of New York City.
The village is bordered on the south by Greenport Harbor; on the east by Sterling Basin, a deep-water inlet; and on the west by a forested
area called Moore's Woods. State Route 25 forms Greenport's northern boundary and connects the village to western Long Island.
Greenport is the northern terminus of the Shelter Island Ferry, which provides access to Long Island's south fork through Shelter Island and
Sag Harbor. Greenport's most notable physical attributes include its picturesque waterfront location and its dense concentration of buildings
in a rural, sparsely settled area.
[http://www.livingplaces.com/NY/Suffolk_County/Greenport_Village/Greenport_Village_Historic_District.html]
There’s more about Greenport in the Appendix.
13

Wikipedia: Landing Ship, Tank, or tank landing ship, is the naval designation for ships built during World War II to support
amphibious operations by carrying tanks, vehicles, cargo, and landing troops directly onto shore with no docks or piers. This provided
amphibious assaults to almost any beach.
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After lunch at the historic Orient Inn, we walked around the sleepy little town. On our way
we discovered a local artist named Elisabeth Hiddink, shown a couple of pages earlier.14
She painted captivating miniature oils of prominent Orient sights and scenes; among them
were little 8 X 10-inch [20.32 X 25.4 centimeter] paintings of Long Beach Light, aka “Bug
Light,” one of which still hangs in my home.
We spent the late afternoon on the beach overlooking Orient Point Light with Plum Island,
in the distance; a decade later, I would stand on the same beach, with Sandra Sande,
photographing my two sisters and Wayne Olds spread the ashes of my Aunt, Francis
Taylor, over the raging waters of Plum Gut.
The Plum Gut straights15 were famous for fishing (although Plum Island was infamous16).
Although always wanting to, we couldn’t fish there because our boat was not powerful
enough.
After dinner at the Seafood Barge, Andréa and I went to the outdoor-movie theater
between East Cutchogue and Southold, to see The French Connection. Being there
brought back memories of the times when my parents would bring Kathy and I there, to
see movies like Peter Pan, Lady and The Tramp, Davey Crockett and Treasure Island.
Back then, Kathy and I wondered why the people in many of the cars around us were
lying down and not watching the movie. Ha!
We finished that day having cocktails on the seaside deck at the Soundview Inn, planning
the next day’s activities; those included the highlight of our excursion—going to the East
Marion Firemen’s Fair, a big event that drew crowds from as far away as Riverhead.
Two years before, my sister Kathy won a live duck playing the Wheel of Fortune at the
Firemen’s Fair; she fell in love with the duck and named her Lucy; Dad built a shelter
behind the back porch of our Douglaston house, where Lucy the duck lived happily ever
after. Not!

14

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b&biw=1084&bih=582&ei=mIAW6S4FqLZjwSs6aqgDA&q=Elizabeth+Hiddink+%281910-1989%29+bio&oq=Elizabeth+Hiddink+%2819101989%29+bio&gs_l=psy-ab.3...5585.6140.0.7077.4.4.0.0.0.0.147.260.0j2.2.0....0...1.1.64.psyab..2.0.0....0.jR6NbdkAKZc
15
The rip [t]here, especially near Plum Island, is significant even on a calm day and not for craft under 18 feet or inexperienced boaters.
Beneath the turbulent waters lies a sharp reef, which attracts and holds baitfish and predators. … Orient Point Lighthouse, or the Coffee
Pot, is at the eastern end of a long reef running from Orient Point. … As the current bottlenecks between the structures and upwells over
the sharp bottom hump it forms a big rip. Multitudes of foraging bluefish and striped bass hold near the bottom in the relatively sheltered
water ahead of the reef where their energy expenditure is less and food abundant. … The Gut is commonly fished with diamond jigs,
bucktails or live eels. To use diamonds, run uptide of the ripline while watching your depth finder. At the point where the steep decline
reaches 80 to 120 feet (depending on tide direction and location), throw the engine into neutral and quickly free-spool your 6- to 10-ounce
jig to the bottom. Immediately engage the reel and take 10 rapid turns up, then drop it back down. Continue this speed-jigging process until
you approach the ripline, typically in about 60 to 70 feet of water, and then motor back upcurrent to your original starting place. Note and
repeat the location of productive drifts by triangulation, electronics or following the fleet. [More at

https://www.thefisherman.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=feature.display&feature_ID=1029&ParentCat=8]
16

Wikipedia: [Plum] island is the site of the Plum Island Animal Disease Center (PIADC) which was established by the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) in 1954. The Island is also the site of the former US military installation Fort Terry (c. 1897), and the
historic Plum Island Light (c. 1869), and its automated replacement. Plum Island is owned in its entirety by the United States government,
which was considering sale of the island as part of a debt-reduction package.[2] but suspended the plan in February 2012.[3] Access to the
island is controlled by the United States Department of Homeland Security (DHS).
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After providing the family with a plentiful supply of her eggs over the winter—Mom ate
them; Kathy and I wouldn’t; the taste was too strong—Lucy took to eating the tender
shoots of spring flowers in our neighbors’ gardens; no amount of fencing could keep her in
our yard—she just flew over them.
In the end, Lucy was taken to Alley Pond, in Bayside, where, upon her release, two dozen
horny males chased her clear across to the other side of the pond, plucking out most of
her tail feathers all the way. Kathy got upset; she thought they were trying to kill Lucy.
Mom tried to explain that it was just their way of being friendly. Right.
We didn’t have to worry about winning a duck, or anything else; our visit to East Marion
was aborted when Andréa got stung; after that, she just wanted to get back to the city.
1971 – Justine Fails – Studio Expands

It bears repeating that Nixon’s ending of the Bretton
Woods Agreement—and with it the gold standard—
began a period of economic discombobulation which
resulted in an almost universal loss of trust.
One after another of Justine’s investors cut off the aid
spigot leaving her high and dry. Fortunately, my
business was doing well enough to take over Justine’s
lease. So, the studio suddenly doubled in size,
occupying the entire fifth floor at 42 East 23rd Street.
Mesney was moving up in the world; stories about the
studio expansion were proudly promoted in Exposure,
the monthly newsletter that I sent to clients and
prospects.
Around that time, Joey Clapper became my apprentice; we met at a fashion show
arranged by Shelley Ascher to promote his magazine, Models Circle; Joey was intrigued by
the slide show I presented; he turned up on my doorstep and hounded me to let him be
an assistant. I finally relented and he became an on-again, off-again apprentice until
1973, when he went off with two friends to start a business designing and producing
promotional T-shirts for rock bands.

Dave Tonsing

Joey Clapper

Yours Truly
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Joey’s first job was to help me remodel and paint Justine’s space. Between Joey, Dave
Tonsing (St. Regis Paper Company) and Andréa, the place got spruced up in short order.
Joey was the son of a rich Fifth Avenue dentist; he wanted to get involved with the Bardo;
he thought I was cool.
Clapper wanted to be a “rock-star” photographer; he was a Vincent Chase wannabe,
straight out of Entourage; way too cool for his own good. However, he was also a happygo-lucky optimist, with boundless energy.
Appreciating his enthusiasm, I let Joey in; but it didn’t last long. He didn’t take to menial
chores. Joey and his buddy, Digger, would appear at the studio at their own convenience;
there was no way to count on them; and as a result of that there wasn’t any “meaningful”
work for Joey. So, the two came over less frequently and then not at all.
Before that, Joey helped me
with the April, 1972 cover shot
for Car and Driver, illustrating
the magazine’s review of car
stereos.
The shot featured Joey and a
band run by his friend, Bobby
Held, shot while driving along
the Causeway at Jones Beach
State Park.
The weather sucked that
afternoon. The shots were so
drab that I forked over half my
fee to have Thad McGar beef up
the colors, at Wellbeck Studio. I
don’t think Gene Butera was
any the wiser.

1970s | 23rd Street Studio Expansion | Plates Nos 1-4
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Sue Keaton, my sales representative, was especially pleased at the studio’s expansion; it
gave her a chance to invite clients and prospects for a tour of the new space. You know,
perception is everything; people do judge books by their covers. The appearance of
progress reinforced everyone’s confidence in me; success begot success.
Keeton became my sales rep in late 1970, after Marie Rivera left to live with Allan Seiden,
in Hawaii. By then, Andréa was back to California, after scuttling our relationship.
Originally, Sue contacted me for test shots;17 she had dreams of being a top model. She
was certainly pretty enough to play the part; but although she was a stunner, her body
didn’t fit fashion-show outfits.18
Sue was a small-town gal with big ideas; a smart
woman on a mission; “larger than life” but one inch
too short to make it in big-league modelling. Susie
was sophisticated; distinguished in the way she
carried herself. Her polished persona gave Sue the
ability to walk into any room and command
everyone’s attention. With her command of the social
graces, Sue got on well with the country club set and
yachting crowd; her compass of desire pointed
towards Wall Street.
When we met, Keeton was already living in high style;
she had a swank townhouse apartment in a trendy
East 60s brownstone; I figured she had rich parents
or something. She got a kick out of being a snooty
rich bitch; whether it was all an act—she often
commented on how we all play roles—or whether that
was really Susie, I’ll never know; nor does it matter.
What mattered to me was that Sue Keeton had a handle on high society; she read all the
fashion magazines, kept her wardrobe up-to-date, and was a whiz with make-up and hair;
in short, she was the perfect model—with the looks of a professional model and the
money to afford a good portfolio.
During one of our test shoots Sue explained to me confidentially that she was being kept
by a prominent architect and needed a way to explain her upscale lifestyle; so, Sue
became my sales representative. It was win-win; I had nothing to lose; even if she never
sold a thing, it didn’t hurt to have a striking woman like Sue Keeton carrying your book
around town.
17

Before they have “tear sheets” for their portfolios (published magazine pages—proof they’ve worked), models rely on
test shots; photographers do too, for the same reasons. New models deemed to have potential are signed by agencies who
send them to collaborating photographers for test shot sessions. Mesney’s Mad Medicine Show was not a mainstream studio
in the fashion universe; the fashion connections I had were all the result of sharing studio space with Justine Model
Consultants; even so, a dozen or so new models per month stopped by to show their portfolios and announce their
availability; the casting couch got recovered at least twice.
18

Mainstream range - 5'9" to 5'11" with outer fringe being 5'8" to 6" with the extremely rare exception down to 5'5" and as
tall as 6'1". Thin - puts weight at 108 to 130 lbs in proportional to height. This puts dress size 6-8 with the desired figure
around 34B-24-34. This can range some but waist no larger the 25" and maximum hips 35 ½." Beginning models start
modeling in the age range of 13-19 and if you have not made it by twenty it is over.
http://modelingadvice.com/fashionModelSize.html
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Schlepping my book
around town was no
easy task for Sue.
My portfolio at that
time was colossal—a
30 X 20-inch [76.2 X
50.8-centimeter] Sam
Flax presentation
binder in a 31 X 23inch [78.74 X 58.42cm] portfolio suitcase.
It weighed close to
thirty pounds [13.6
kg] and had way too
many examples—
about three dozen
pages containing a
mix of tear sheets
(pages cut from
publications of an
artist’s work) and
photographic prints.
When opened out, as
in the picture, the size
was 40 X 30 inches
[102 X 76.2 cm].

There was a saying that, “You’re as good as your last job.” The best portfolios were 100%
tear sheets; printed pages proved that you were actually working, not another wannabe.
Clients naturally preferred to hire artists who had a solid track record.
As a relatively new photographer, I didn’t have that many tear sheets; instead, my
portfolio contained mostly big exhibition prints—16 X 20-inch [40.6 X 50.8 cm] pictures
mounted on 20 X 24-inch [~51 X 61-cm] black cover stock. If a picture had been
published, a small photo of the tear sheet(s) was included, together with mini-pictures of
any award certificates, e.g., the Art Directors Club award in center of lower spread. I used
a color-dot system (upper right corners) to jog Sue’s memory about how pictures were
used: yellow meant advertising, orange meant editorial, green and blue indicated awards.
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The exhibition-print portfolio was the best-looking of all my books; but the best-selling
one was produced a year later and was 70% tear sheets; by then a had a significant
number of covers and double-trucks [two-page spreads] from Car and Driver, Cycle,
Penthouse and GQ. [See picture plates.] However, that portfolio was also big and heavy.
I hadn’t learned that less is truly more when it comes to portfolios; that showing too many
examples of your work confuses viewers and makes you look insecure; plus, the more
examples you show, the greater the chances that some will fail to impress.
As P.T. Barnum said, “Leave them wanting more.”
Sue enjoyed hanging around with the Upper-East side club crowd but didn’t like to walk in
to any club unescorted. I became her chaperone at the various clubs and events where
she wanted to be seen. I was a safe bet; her sugar daddy (let’s call him Arthur) was never
suspicious of me; for him and everyone else, I was Susie’s “employer.” Indeed, Arthur
never had anything to worry about; it was strictly business between the Sue and I, from
beginning to end.
While chaperoning Susie, I got to vicariously live the
high life; I felt like I was part of the in crowd. The
New York club scene was full of intrigues. Susie’s
favorite club was Hippopotamus. We always sat in the
VIP section at a table permanently reserved by a
handsome Italian “businessman,” Ben Fabre (left).
Sue was having a torrid affair with him, behind
Arthur’s back. My naïveté amused Benny; he’d invite
me to join him in the men’s room for a toot.
Benny and his friends had beaucoup de bucks; but
nobody ever talked about where it came from; he
wouldn’t even tell Susie. One clue was that he always
packed a snub-nosed pistol.
Nicky Byrnes and his wife, Carol, were frequently at Benny’s table. Nick was a dapper expat Brit who was independently wealthy (and old enough to have been Carol’s father).
Contrasting her husband’s sartorial splendor and aristocratic airs, Carol Byrnes was a true
hippie—an airy fairy who lived in the lap of luxury while dabbling in art. Sue befriended
Carol and the two of them hung out together, a lot.
Carol was a good influence on Sue, her only dope-smoking friend (except me, of course).
The rest of Susie’s friends were conventional people who drank and did cocaine, but none
of them smoked weed. They didn’t know what to make of me; I wore eclectic outfits, like
boldly-striped pants with Indian tops and cowboy boots; my attire and long hair belied my
conservative proclivities.
Around Benny’s table there were many differences of opinion about the Viet Nam war; I
often found myself the odd man out in conversations with Fabre and his entourage. Carol
confirmed many of my contrarian views.
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Our controversial views sparked debates that lasted until all hours, frequently until the
club closed, at 3:00 am.19 When conversations got deadlocked, they’d dismiss my views—
what did a hippie know, for goodness sakes. [I’m convinced that most of them secretly
wanted to be hippies, but they were to up tight to risk losing whatever they had; instead,
they associated with the likes of me and became vicarious hippies—vippies.]
As Sue and I got more
involved professionally,
we spent more time
together with Nicky and
Carol.
They were both
impressed with my work
and invited Sue and I to
join them at their
Bahamian home on
Nassau’s Paradise
Island. Of course, we
took that opportunity.
The Byrnes’ large,
Spanish-style house sat
on the promontory of a
small islet overlooking
the bay and the city
beyond.
It was a fabulous
location to photograph
Sue; she brought a
trunk full of clothes and
spent a week shooting
portfolio pictures all
day, partying with the
Nick and Carol all night.
Most of the time was spent doing fashion stuff; but we also cruised across the bay in
Nicky’s boat, to Nassau town where I shot all the obligatory tourist hot spots. He also took
me out to make action pictures of luxury yachts cruising the harbor; the best of those
subsequently became part of a portfolio of yachting pictures. Another portfolio was a black
and white photo essay called Tongue of The Sea; I shot those pictures along the rocky sea
coast near the Byrnes’ house, of the detritus that washed ashore; it seemed poetic at the
time; even then, there was plenty of pollution.

1970s Portfolio | The Tongue of The Sea | Plates Nos 1-24

19

I never came in to work before noon in those days; I was a night person; I did my business during the afternoon,
answering calls, whatever; then, after the rest of the world went home at 5:00 pm [17:00] my work would begin. I’d get
stoned and listen to disco favorites until dawn. (Among my favorites were Isaac Hayes, The Moody Blues and Fred Neil.)
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Five minutes before showtime,
the joke tray was always good fun.
Photo by Barry Evans.

“What can go wrong will go wrong.”
Murphy’s Law

Whatever it is you do, things will go wrong; they must, if only to give insurance
salesmen and bookies something to bet on. When I went into business as a professional
photographer, the meaning of Murphy’s law was fully revealed. For example, on my first
assignment for True magazine, a faulty flash synch [synchronizer] ruined the entire shoot;
every frame missed the flash; every picture was underexposed and unusable,
necessitating a re-shoot. Of course, I re-shot the job; however, there was not enough
time to re-do the original concept—a group of spies synchronizing their watches under a
street light on a rainy night—so, the concept changed to a street-vendor’s display of
watches pinned inside his cloak; the new concept was easy to shoot in the studio; it took
me less than a day to hire model Kylen Golden, tell him what kind of outfit to wear, get
Justine to do his make up, shoot, process, and deliver the pictures the next day; he didn’t
like that one either, really; so I volunteered to reshoot his original idea. That I made no
money was the least of it; the big cost was loss of reputation; I never worked again for
that art director or any of his colleagues. Murphy’s Law, eh? That is only one of, oh, so
many episodes, some far worse; all of which turned me into the “prepper” that I am
today. [Hey, even the Boy Scouts will tell ya; their motto is, “Be Prepared.”] I never buy
one of anything; I always get at least one other, for back up. I figure it’s like insurance;
you don’t need it until you need it.
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It feels like I’ve spent my whole life on a voyage; destinations have changed through the
years, mostly to solve circumstantial problems. I’ve run out of money three times, each of
those crashes was the result of boom-bust cycles in the world’s economy; forces beyond
my control. I relocated with regularity because of those cyclical ups and downs, living in
five countries and working or playing in close to 100 others. In the countries where I
chose to live, my impulse was to build-up and expand my interests—what people call
empire building.
Living abroad gives you more opportunities to become a star; your self-perception
becomes distorted what-with the extra adulation you receive, just by being an American;
in the old days, that was like being from Wonderland; but that was then, when America
was a wonderland. Now, I clad myself in Canadian-flag tee-shirts when I travel. Back to
the point: if you are good at anything, you will usually do better for yourself in a place
where you are considered unique—it makes sense in terms of supply and demand. The
key is to be good at something that makes you unique.
For the better part of my life I took things too far too fast, eventually running out of gas
and finding myself out of the race. I failed to account for the kinds of economic storms
that devastate the general economy. (I should have taken those business courses at
college.) I never had enough reserve capital to outlast downturns because a.) I didn’t see
what was coming and didn’t prepare, and b.) spent what was leftover on extravagances,
both professional and personal.
I wanted to be a star; success and its trappings were important to me; I worked hard at
building my self-image. Making myself famous didn’t come to me naturally because I am
essentially an introvert; but I looked on it as acting; I could be anything I wanted to be;
overcoming inhibitions became the mission.
[See: True magazine watches spread.]
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There have been a few times in my life when I have truly felt that I have a lucky star;
one of those occasions was at the Byrnes’ house on Paradise Island. On our last night, we
partied into the wee hours; Nicky supplied the champagne, Carol brought the cocaine, and
I had the remains of a film can full of Acapulco Gold. Today, that combo would land me in
bed, but back then it made me a Master of The Universe. Ha!
I don’t remember much, but I do recall this: I woke up the next morning to a funny smell;
it was my mattress. smoldering. (!) During the night, half the mattress had charred; only
the part under my body remained un-scorched. I was so drunk that I didn’t even wake up.
It’s a miracle that the house didn’t burn down.
Sue and Carol stayed in touch but I never heard from Nicky again; that is, until maybe ten
years ago, when I got a long-distance call from him; he tracked me down through my
website. It was a difficult call; he sounded demented; he wanted to know if I knew how to
contact Sue Keeton; he wanted to tell her that Carol had died—of an overdose.
1971 – Check, Please – An Existential Lesson

The Nassau shoot invigorated Sue Keeton.
Having shot well over one hundred rolls of film, there was a bucket-load of good shots.
I made Sue a new fashion book and added new pages to my own portfolios. The number
of sales calls Sue made began to add up, generating momentum. Her phone started
ringing and new clients brought in work. One of them was Mark Penzer, editor of a men’s
magazine called True. His assignment was a two-page-spread for a fashion feature about
men’s watches.
Penzer’s comp20 showed a circle of umbrellas under a streetlight; under them were men
synchronizing their watches. I hired Richard Faye to help pull-off the shot; he had a truck
and a bunch of friends who thought it would be a kick to be in a magazine picture; they
worked for minimum wages, as models and assistants.
The shot had to be rigged; I needed rain on demand and control of the lighting. The
exposure had to balance between the natural illumination—street lights sparking on wet
cobblestones—and the strobe-lit models. As well, the high-voltage strobes lights needed
to be protected from the rain, natural or man-made. The tough part was getting all the
watches to catch and reflect the overhead strobe-light.
Being in the streets of New York with expensive gear is dangerous any time of day, but
especially after dark; and we were shooting on a back street, off the beaten path, where
we wouldn’t disturb anyone. The location where we shot in is now some of the most
expensive property in New York, but back then it was a warehouse district just north of
the Fulton Fish Market on the lower west side; the perfect spot for the shot, but not the
safest. I did the shot nearly one hundred times to make sure I got a perfect one. It took
several hours and everyone was grumpy by the end; it was well after midnight by then;
everyone was pretty whacked on weed and caffeine.
20

Composite—a graphic designer’s sketch for a magazine layout]
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I dropped the film at the lab on my way home and waited to see the processed slides.
When I opened the first box, they were all black. That’s funny, I thought, an unexposed
roll must have slipped in with the others. But the second roll was also black, and the third.
Ye Gods, there were no pictures at all! How could that happen? I was using a brand-new
camera and had forgotten to set the flash synchronization for strobes; when the flash
fired, the shutter wasn’t open. Dumb. The next morning, I went to see Penzer in person,
to deliver the bad news. He could see I was shaken and mortified. Of course, I offered to
redo the complicated shot. However, the deadline was hard, so a new concept was
created, one that could be shot quickly, in the studio.
The new comp showed a
mysterious man revealing the
dozen watches he had pinned
inside his black raincoat.
Kylen Golden was available to
model for the job, and agreed to
do it on the cheap.
He owed me for several sets of
test shots; plus, the assignment
would give him an impressive set
of True magazine tear sheets for
his portfolio.
Kylen’s look was Mediterranean, greased-up he could play a Grecian god or Roman
warrior; he wasn’t mysterious looking; but he was handsome enough to be approved by
the client. The final piece got printed and looked good; I proudly put it in my portfolio,
anticipating more to come from True; but that turned out to be untrue; I never worked for
them again; it was quite a lesson, and one of the reasons I am not a pilot. Since then; I
use a checklist and check it twice before leaving on any assignment.
Ironically, about a half a year
later, when I told Michael Parish
about the doomed episode at
True, he hired me to reshoot the
original concept, of spies
synchronizing their watches under
a streetlight, for Penthouse.
To be sure, that time I shot the
job in my studio and used
Polaroids to confirm that the
strobes were also synchronized.
I had to wonder, was Mark Penzer
a Penthouse reader?
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We all like to think of ourselves as invincible, especially when we are young. Of course,
every failure is devastating in its own way; but you learn that failure is part of life, and
that there is life beyond failure.
But I was far from such a philosophical outlook at the time the True calamity occurred.
The incident rocked my self-confidence; Sue Keeton’s confidence in me was also shaken.
I sank into a depression and took my fifth and last
acid trip. I spent that time alone; you’re not supposed
to do that, but I wanted to explore my own mind and
not be distracted by anyone and start going off on
their trip.
Although I can’t remember where I went on that trip,
when I got back, I feared I had become like the guy
the Rolling Stones sang about in their hit song,
The Under-Assistant West Coast Promo Man.
An urge grew within me to pursue a new muse, to
make “significant” pictures. I saw my work as shallow
commercialism; as “Mucho ado about nothing,” to
quote Shakespeare.
Acid or not, something fundamentally changed.
I took to making interpretive pictures between
commercial gigs.
Photo of Yours Truly by Randy Ettman

The first such project was a conceptual photo collage called The Square Root of Thirteen;
it was a grid of 169 pictures arranged like a checkers board, with thirteen squares across
and thirteen down; each row presented thirteen views of one of thirteen people.
The idea of Root Thirteen was to present a range of humanity. There were a lot of unusual
people coming in and out of the studio, a huge assortment of character types, unusual
models that I took to photographing in a faux-Karshian style. Benny Fabre was one of the
first to be photographed; with his good looks and gun, he represented the dark side,
along with gaunt, macabre-looking Gene McMasters. For a touch of irony, I also included
Susie’s sugar daddy, Arthur, and her dapper lawyer (and for a while mine), Elliott
Livingston.
I shot just about everyone who visited the Mad Medicine Show studio: Cesare Charro (Sal
Cannizzaro); Nicky and Carol Byrnes; Elliott Livingston; Benny Fabre; Josette Elley; Larry
Barger; Robert Fox; Bill Murray; George Brenner; Tom Allen; Benny Fabre; Arthur Davis;
Sue Keeton; Gene McMasters; Richard Faye; Justine Reynolds; Patty “Marney” Martin
[Kevin Barry Models]; Bart Stewart [Wagner]; Chris Morais [Wagner]; Kylen Golden;
Maize Klein; Gene Kane [Eyelash Studio]; Barbara Wing [Stewart Models]; Greta
Gunnarsdotter; Karen Parker [Kevin Barry Models]; Raven Slaughter (Chris Haynes); and
others I don’t remember.
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The models who made the final cut for Root Thirteen were:

Gene McMasters
Angelique
Monique
Benny Fabre
Sue Keeton
Arthur Davis
Josette Elley
George
Brenner
Chris Morais
Robert Fox
Pam Nystul
Bart Stewart
Barbara
Mesney
Larry Ellison

The grid-like collage of little 2 X 2-inch [5 X 5 cm] prints was assembled on a big 32 X 40inch [81 X 102-cm] black matte board, displayed prominently in the studio. Most of the
pictures were black and white, interspersed with prints hand-tinted with colored dyes;
there was rhyme and reason in the color patterns—too bad I can’t remember what it was.
The color plate of The Square Root of Thirteen is a 2012 photo-copy of large, 30 X 40-inch
[~76 X 102 cm] original, before it was burned in a ceremonial fire pit during The Purge,
its ashes buried on Vashon Island, forty-two years later.
1971 – Wins & Losses – Abandonment Issues

With Justine’s help, Sue Keeton landed a big job from Vidal Sassoon, photographing a
series of six new hair styles, designed and cut by the master himself, for a beauty-shop
poster promotion.
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The posters appeared all over the country and gave my work visibility. It was a big break,
but it came at a cost. Sassoon turned into the client from hell; he ended up on my black
list—and I on his, no doubt.
The shoot was brutal, but that was my own fault.
Truth told, I didn’t know how to shoot hair; I was
used to setting up my lighting for cars and reflective
surfaces, for which you use broad, diffused or
reflected light; however, hair requires lots of
undiffused lights shining directly on it, to get a
glistening effect. Moreover, I was still using hot lights;
that was a big problem; I couldn’t use too many of
them because the models might sweat and/or their
hairstyles wilt.
Not having enough light for a fast shutter speed,
I had to ask the models to hold dead still, so they
wouldn’t blur the picture. The models weren’t used to
doing that because most fashion and beauty
photographers used (expensive) strobe lighting,
which is instantaneous and stops action; those
photographers encouraged models to move, to be
animated. Having the models sit still resulted in
pictures that looked stiff and stilted.
Sassoon rejected my shots; he claimed they lacked enough detail. To save face, I paid for
a massive retouching effort to salvage the best six pictures; those were begrudgingly
accepted. We were all devastated by the experience, especially Susie. Sassoon had been
her one and only big victory as a rep; generally, she hadn’t been scoring. Susie’s problem
was one that many artists’ sales reps shared: they were sales-oriented people who’d go
after any and all job opportunities—business was business after all. Sue Keeton
unfortunately fell into that category; she showed the “right portfolio” to the “wrong
prospects.” For every job she brought in, she went on a dozen go-sees. Eventually, she
concluded that it wasn’t worth her effort and decided to quit repping me. Her lack of
success was not entirely her fault, though; the general economy had turned down and in
bad times expensive advertising was the first thing to go.
During the Sassoon ordeal, Andréa was
supportive; our life together seemed to be
in stasis. She got interested in photography
and I set her up with a camera and some
lenses. She did some reasonably good
nature stuff; flowers and the like. But she
was also capable of some very strange
pictures of people she came to befriend.
[Spoiler Alert: The loss of Sassoon’s business was a lesson learned. I took out a line of
credit at the bank and bought a set of Balcar strobe lights. With them, the look of my
hairstyle shots improved dramatically. That enabled me to garner work from Clairol and
Ardell. The expensive flash units paid for themselves within a year. Ha!]
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We spent romantic moments in Kissena
Park that autumn, taking pictures together
of the fall-colored foliage and of each
other. Andréa also started painting with
acrylics; she was genius with that,
reminiscent of Dali; but she was too
stoned to finish them. I kept two of her
paintings; I was going to finish them for
her one day (what was I thinking?). That
never happened; the unfinished
masterpieces got burned and buried when
my Vashon life fell apart, forty years later.
Around Halloween, things between us started getting weird; she didn’t
like Flushing anymore, it was too déclassé for her; she longed to live in
the city and hang with her growing circle of druggie friends. Andréa got a
part-time job at a massage parlor on the Upper East Side run by friends
of her friends; she said the place was legit, that everything was on the
up and up; but I was suspicious, especially when she started working
late and staying in town some nights. I began to wonder if my days with
Andréa were numbered after a Halloween party we went to together. She
was invited by one of her new friends, Ellen, who she met through
another new friend, Marty; he was a bisexual friend of model Pat Smith
(see GQ magazine pictures three chapters below), who was a colleague
of Andréa’s sister, Michaela.
The party—themed as a Roman orgy—was held in a four-story, East-60s
brownstone owned by a wealthy gay couple. A pair of muscular, tattooed
bouncers stood guard at the front entrance; as they opened the doors,
my eyes nearly popped out of my head:
The townhouse was elaborately decorated as a Pascha’s palace straight out of One
Thousand and One Nights. Nearly-naked young men crawled on all fours, carrying huge
platters of food on their backs; wine flowed from fountains; topless gals wearing micro
skirts (without knickers) mingled with the mob serving cocaine from mirrored trays hung
from striped-velvet suspenders; a fog of reefer hung in the air; couples lined up at the
foot of the stairs, to take turns in the upstairs bedrooms. Our hosts, dressed as Caesar
and Cicero, offered us togas; I was the only one who didn’t wear one. Andréa scoffed at
my prudishness; she disassociated herself from me and disappeared onto the crowded
dance floor; I quickly lost track of her among the couples undulating sensually to the
sound of Santana’s Black Magic Woman. Talk about dirty dancing, by 11:00 pm [23:00]
half the crowd had doffed their togas; those who weren’t dancing lounged in small groups
on plush cushions, making out. It was truly orgiastic. The night was still young when I
decided it was time to go home; I was out of my element; the idea of group sex turned
me off. Andréa wouldn’t leave; she ended up staying at Ellen’s apartment that night, or so
she said. Driving back to Flushing alone, I feared it was the end of the road for the two of
us. Andréa showed up at the studio the next day, her cheery face aglow. You’d have
thought nothing happened; I guess maybe nothing did, as far as she was concerned.
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We tried to keep things going but it got tougher all the time; her friends were just too far
out for me; I had no interest in being a party person; but we had some good times along
the way. Andréa’s gang—Marty, Ellen, and Pat—would meet at Timothy’s, a Tudor-style
neighborhood pub on Lexington Avenue at 29th Street, just a few blocks from my studio.
All sorts of liaisons and shenanigans happened at Timothy’s; I stayed away from there as
much as I could; however, I was still trying to hold onto Andréa and had to show some
interest in her friends once in a while.
Most of the people who hung at Timothy’s were there to hook up; they lived on the
borderline of consciousness—smoking weed, drinking shooters and punctuating their
pleasure with “poppers” [amyl nitrate—a drug meant to stimulate heart-attack victims].
Everyone did poppers together, supplied by bartender Tim. They’d down shooters then
crack open their poppers and sniff the intoxicating vapors. Poppers came on fast in a rush
of physical sensations that were so bizarre that everyone’s reaction was the same—
hysterical laughter. The time I tried them, everything I looked at melted like hot wax.
I could only handle one or two of those trips, but most of the gang carried on like that all
night long.
1971 – Prestige Gigs – My Ship Comes In

Peter Tenney called in the midst of the madness and made an appointment to discuss a
big project.
His job was to organize yachts for a GQ [Gentlemen’s Quarterly] magazine feature about
nautical fashions [described a bit further below]. Tenney had seen my boat pictures at the
New York National Boat Show, when they were featured in a slide show at the Nikon
exhibition.
The format for Nikon’s slide show was a 5 X 3 matrix of 36 X 24-inch [61 X 91.5 cm] rear
projection screens made by Motiva, Inc. Motiva boxes were made of black sheet metal
with an RP screen [rear-projection] on one side and a pair of projectors, inside. I had
never seen anything like that fifteen-screen show—nor had anyone else; it was cuttingedge audiovisual technology.
The slide show was put together by Bob Schwartz at Comart Aniforms;21 he was the one
who developed the technique for cutting pictures into pieces and the technology for
putting the pieces back together using grids of Motiva boxes.
21

The name “Comart Aniforms” combines two contractions: Comart (Communications Art) and Aniforms (Animated Forms),
the latter being the name given Comart’s patented video characters. Aniforms were simple video puppets that were used as
a gimmick for presentations; the trick was having a hidden puppeteer who could see everything going on in the room,
remaining unseen by the audience. The Aniform might, for example, call out an audience member by name, or wise-crack
about something the presenter did or said; the live interactivity is what kept audiences spell-bound; each show was as good
as the puppeteer/actor; they were a rare breed of clever, fast-on-their-feet comedians. Behind the scenes, Comart was a
full services company for meetings and events; they aggressively competed with the likes of Caribiner and the Sant’Andrea
brothers for lucrative, industrial-sized events like product launches and corporate sales meetings. They produced their own
content for meetings and events and had their slide-show department, run by Bob Schwartz; he was no slouch, having
designed and built the gear necessary to do multi-screen shows; Bob’s system ran on 2-inch-wide [5 cm] punch tape
synchronized with sound pulses from a dedicated track on the audio tape; it was like the AVL punch-tape system, a
predecessor on steroids.
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To be shown on the full
15-screen matrix, a
picture was first printed on
a sheet of 8 X 10-inch
color film [20.3 X 25.4cm].
The enlarged transparency
was then carefully cut
apart, using a special jig,
into fifteen pieces, each
the size of a 35 mm slide—
1.5 X 1 inches [3.8 X 2.5
cm].
Besides big, fifteen-screen
pictures, other layouts
included combinations of
vertical, horizontal and/or
square pictures, as shown
in this picture of the
exhibition.
Six display panels flanked Motiva’s slide screens, presenting a print show of my work.

Schwartz’s multi-screen technology was a revelation for me, especially his precise
synchronization of pictures with music. There was no off-the-shelf technology for that; I
did it by hand, advancing slides when it felt right; but manual synchronization was
imprecise; no two performances were ever quite the same.22
Schwartz used a punch-tape control system to synchronize his slide shows. The way
punch tape worked was simple: When triggered by audio tones—called beeps— the punch
tape ran through a reader at a constant speed of twenty perfs [perforations] per second
until commanded to wait (for the next beep) or stop. The holes punched into the tape
triggered switches in the projectors that controlled functions such as cut [quick change
between slides] or dissolve [slow change].
Those projector-control instructions were written by punching combinations of up to eight
holes for each perf [20th of a second]. The beeps were recorded on a separate audio track
at musical or other audio “events”—sound effects or words in a script.
For example, when programming a written script, I would time each sentence and make
its slide sequence slightly shorter—for a five second sentence, I would let the tape run
four and a half seconds, then stop until the next beep.

22

Duffy White, (Photosynthesis, Denver, Colorado) made a name for himself by manually performing a multi-projector slide
show using projectors controlled by Kodak remote-control switches (called “pickles”). He made a kind of keyboard with the
pickle switches, and played them like a piano. Brilliant.
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During the four-and-a-half-second tape run, I could write up to 20 different instructions—
called cues—per second (full-speed); or I could write just a few projector instructions
interspersed with wait cues, like this 4.5-second sequence:
-

Cut
Wait one second
2-second dissolve
Wait two seconds
1-second dissolve
Wait one second
Cut
Wait one-half second
Stop

For music, it was essentially the same; I would time the beats in each measure (aka
“bar”) or a series of them and write blocks of code that were a tad shorter; the
synchronization beeps were generally recorded at the beginning of the measures.
The show Schwartz designed for Nikon was tied-in with and designed to promote Nikon
World magazine; the current issue featured four of my “Atomicolor” [infra-red-color]
sailing pictures. However, Schwartz needed a lot more than four pictures for his 15-screen
slide show; thus, I agreed to let him use as many of my pictures as he wanted, at no cost.
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As a result, a good chunk of my yachting portfolio was
featured in Nikon’s five minute, “looping” (continuous
play) show. That portfolio included sailboat racing shots
taken during Block Island Race Week, the stuff I shot in
Nassau and the picture essay about Van Waring’s 50-foot
[~15-meter] English cutter, Wanderer.

To digress for a moment, about the Block Island Race Week:
The Block Island shoot became the foundation of what could
have become a career in marine photography.
I was rising star in the field; in my own small way, I was
challenging Stanley Rosenfeld, the most famous marine
photographer of all time. Besides Rosenfeld, there weren’t many
boating-picture specialists.
As a result, my rep, Sue Keeton (and Marie Rivera before her)
received enthusiastic receptions when they showed my portfolio
to the major boating magazines.
Those publications were starved for fresh material, especially non-traditional stuff, like mine.
Rosenfeld’s work was classic, like Ansel Adams; most other boating pictures were, too—likely
because other photographers copied emulated Rosenfeld’s style. But my pictures were different;
mine were stylized, hyped by special effects. No other marine photographers were doing that. Soon
enough, there was a buzz about Mesney.

My boating business began with the June ’70 cover of Rudder, followed by a second cover
in March, ’71 and the cover of Rudder’s Boat Show issue, in January ’72. That cover
coincided with the Nikon show.
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During the same period, pictures from the Block
Island shoot appeared on the cover of Boating
magazine, where Wiley Crockett’s wife, Barbara,
went to work as a feature writer a couple of years
later, before she and Wiley started their own
magazine, Northeast Sailing News.
Back at the New York Boat Show, the biggest boat
show in America at the time, Ehrenreich Photo
Optical Company, the Nikon importer, asked me
to shoot a series of black-white character shots for
an advertisement that appeared in the National
Boat Show guide.
The guide also featured my Sail Power image,
which was that year’s Boat Show theme picture.
The Nikon exhibit was seen by untold thousands of
people during the week-long Boat Show.
However, the most important person to see it was
George Rounds, ad manager for the National
Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers
[NAEBM], the trade association that organized the
annual New York National Boat Show.
Rounds saw the Nikon show, liked the vivid-color
photography and hired me to produce a slide
extravaganza for NAEBM’s 1971 annual meeting,
to be held in the Bahamas. His original idea was to
hire Comart to make a new show using my
pictures; however, I talked him into giving me a
whack at it and he did, as you’ll read about in the
next section.
Although a strait-laced, religious conservative, George took a liking to me and we became
friends (I talked to him only last year). The summer after the Boat Show, George invited
me out to his spacious house in a well-to-do Connecticut suburb, to photograph his family.
A terrible thing happened there: in the middle of the shoot I felt a stab of pain in my
groin; I excused myself to the bathroom where I discovered pus dripping from my dick; it
could only be one thing: gonorrhea! I felt so dirty; I didn’t want to touch anything in the
Rounds’ elegant home, especially his kids; I didn’t even want to shake his hand when I
left, which he must have found odd.
The NAEBM sales meeting job provided the impetus and wherewithal for my
metamorphosis from a purely photo/graphic design studio into a slide-show production
company; a transition from print to screen.
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1971 – Metamorphosis – Print to Screen

While sourcing slide-control “programming” equipment to make the NAEBM show, I
discovered Audio Visual Laboratories (AVL), a start-up tech company run by a former Bell
Laboratories engineer, Charles “Chuck” Kappenman.
Working out of his garage, he
had developed a line of lightingcontrol equipment which was
marketed by United Audio Visual
[UAV].
Their products included
programmable dissolve-control
units for pairs of slide projectors.
For a time, UAV had the market
all to their own and the rising
popularity of slide shows for
corporate meetings and events
fueled their growth. Chuck could
hardly keep up with the demand.
Kappenman hired a neighborhood friend, Ed McTigue, to help him build the machines; the
two knew each other from The Quay, an oceanside watering hole where Ed was a
bartender. McTigue convinced Kappenman to form a new company and cut UAV out of the
loop. They called their new venture Audio Visual Laboratories; what a great name, eh?
AVL quickly left UAV in the proverbial dust, and then proceeded to knock-off all their other
competitors one by one until, with huge hubris, the company failed for the very reason it
had become successful: marketing. But that came later.
Although he considered himself foremost an engineer, AVL’s founder Chuck Kappenman
was a marketing man, and a good one. Before the term even existed, he possessed a
keen understanding of MOPE—Management of Perception Economics. Marketing is a
much-abused word. For the sake of clarity, here is my definition: marketing is the
marriage of invention and persuasion.
To elaborate: marketing is the identification and fulfillment of people’s needs; that can
involve creating needs where none previously existed and often involves the invention of
products that, in their turn, create more needs. To manifest their ideas, marketing people
coordinate sales promotion, advertising and public relations specialists as well as product
designers and manufacturers.
Whether he knew it at the time or not, Chuck hit on one of the oldest and most successful
promotional methods of all time: the road show. AVL’s marketing challenge was simple:
since there was nowhere to see AVL’s gear demonstrated, AVL needed to bring their
demonstrations to the producers. Thus, AVL trooped impressive shows to major cities.
Their state-of-the-art productions were screened at well-attended cocktail parties held in
major hotels.
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It was at one such event in New York that I got to know AVL. That night they were
screening Life in America, a picture story by David Fellowes; I was seriously impressed
and left thinking two thoughts: first, that I would without question start using AVL gear;
second, that I would hook-up with AVL, as David Fellowes had done. It was pretty clear to
me that hitching my wagon to AVL’s was a great promotional piggy-back. I began by
bartering with AVL—their equipment for my demo shows; that grew to the point where,
three years later, my company became AVL’s defacto ad agency.
My first piece of AVL gear was an
Acutone programmer (as in
Accurate Tones), so named
because it used telephone-like
tones to control dissolve units
that cross-faded between two
slide projectors.
Given Kappenman’s prior
experience at Ma Bell, it is no
surprise that Chuck re-applied
telephone technology to a slidedevice controller.
The Acutone was first of many.
There were other dissolvers on the market—the dissolve effect, that the French aptly
called melting pictures, was already being used for most professionally-made slide
presentations. However, those dissolvers only had one dissolve speed—about two
seconds. What the Acutone brought to market was a wider range of dissolve speeds: Cut
(nearly instantaneous); two-seconds; four-seconds and eight-seconds. The latter two
speeds were especially good for creating “third images.”23
To use the Acutone, up to nine control tones were recorded on one channel of a stereo (or
multi-track) audio tape, with the show’s soundtrack on the other channel(s). Although the
technology worked well, the Acutone was difficult to use because if you made an error you
had to pretty much start over from the beginning. Even with the best prompts, it was
always a challenge to remember and flawlessly execute the hundreds of cue-tones in a
lengthy show.
Nonetheless, for the NAEBM show, I used two Acutone programmers to control six
projectors—two each for three screens arranged with a large, horizontal center screen
flanked on either side by smaller vertical screens. While that arrangement may seem
simple now, back then people had never seen anything like it—including the security and
customs officials at the airports we travelled through, from New York to Nassau; they
were not used to seeing a long-hair with twenty cases of gear for… a slide show?
Whazzat?

23

As the two pictures dissolve into one another, a “third image” can sometimes be seen at the midpoint of the fades.
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George had chartered an airplane to fly everyone together; that made things somewhat
easier than trying to check that many bags onto a commercial flight; still, clearing all the
gear took time and I was late to the gate when I encountered something I had never seen
before: a metal detector.
It beeped as I blithely strode through, triggered by a little aluminum film can with a
yellow screw-top; the kind that Kodachrome film came in; except this one did not have
film inside.
Opening the can and sniffing the contents, one of the security guards ordered me into an
adjacent room to be interrogated. Of course, all my bags were ordered back to the
examination room to be searched for more contraband.
Meanwhile, the planeload of NAEBM élites were wondering why they were still at the
ramp.
George showed up at the interrogation office just as they were about to start taking apart
the twenty boxes of gear. He took the security agents aside for a word in private. I will
never know what he said; whatever it was, it worked.
The search was ended with cautionary words from the guard: “Next time, leave the weed
at home.” Whew.
That was the closest call I’ve ever had in that department. Not a word was mentioned;
only George and I knew what happened; but I sure was blushing as I walked down the
aisle looking for my seat on the plane.
1971 – GQ – It’s A Mad World After All

It was in the wake of the Boat Show that
Pete Tenney called.
He was working as a freelance writer for
George Rounds’ PR agency. When the
editor of GQ [Gentlemen’s Quarterly
magazine] called George seeking yachts for
a pictorial feature about men’s nautical
fashions, he assigned the job to Tenney.
Pete met up with me at the studio; there
was good chemistry, we were like frat
brothers; we even looked alike, sort of,
although we were light years apart
temperamentally.
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Pete explained that GQ wanted help with more than
sourcing yachts. They asked him to produce the
whole gig—to find a photographer and manage the
execution of a ten-day cover shoot.
Cover? Whoa!
Tenney told me he was also interviewing a few other
photographers, but he was inclined towards me; he
liked that I was a multi-discipline photographer—I did
fashion and beauty as well as yachting photography.
Andréa was a big draw, too; I could see a twinkle in
Pete’s eyes that was a bit worrisome, but I let it go.
Tenney went on to explain that the shoot was 25%
about boats, the rest was about boating fashions.
GQ’s editor came up with a pictorial storyline that
tied-together a wide range of outfits—swimwear,
après swim, casual clothes, and evening wear.
The storyline was
contrived: a rich old
geezer likes to hang
with young people and
throws parties on his
many yachts.
That simple guidance
gave us a lot of leeway,
creatively and
strategically.

Pete took me with him to a production meeting at the magazine; they gave us a budget
and the merchandise to shoot; our job was to turn that into enough content for 16 pages
plus cover. The way the GQ deal worked, as Pete explained, was that each participating
manufacturer shared in the costs of production, which were enormous. For example,
Chris-Craft paid the costs to produce their part of the story; it was a sweet deal for
everyone involved.
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To digress momentarily: back in the early-to-mid ‘70s, expensive location photographers were
becoming an endangered species; so, I was lucky to land such a “junket.” The big job also extended
my good fortune with Andréa; suddenly I found myself back at the top of her A list; of course, who
wouldn’t want to go to Florida in the middle of winter? (Snark.)
Pete did a fine job organizing four boat companies in St. Petersburg, Florida. We shot for
ten days in and around Marco Island and Sanibel Island as well as off the coast of
Treasure Island and St. Pete Beach. The locations were a photographer’s dream come
true.
Tenney, Andréa and I flew from LaGuardia to St. Pete-Clearwater airport. We set-up a
base camp near the University of South Florida.
There, we held a mini jobs fair in the cafeteria and hired a group of a students to be our
models.
GQ was well-enough known and had a decent-enough reputation that we had no trouble
casting the shoot. Once again, Andréa was the draw; she pulled in few good-looking guys,
explained the deal and asked them to go find the girls they would like to work with.
That tactic worked brilliantly. Within two hours we had our cast of young party goers.
Later that day, two models flew in from New York to play the leading roles: Andréa’s
friend Pat Smith played a vamp kept by a sleazy millionaire—her friend, Scoop Gutterman.
It was Gutterman’s first modelling job; in real life, Scoopy was a Brooklyn bookie with a
Yiddish accent thick enough to cut with a knife.
We were a tight team: As photographer, I called the shots; Pete’s job was to schmooze
interface with the yacht captains and boat-manufacturers’ reps; Andréa coordinated the
models and kept the parties going; she was ably assisted by Pat Smith.
The kids were excited about the concept of partying for nearly a week on four yachts; who
wouldn’t be?
On the first day, we had a production meeting at the yacht club and a warm-up shoot
aboard the Irwin 30 sailboat.
All the gear worked well but the kids were stiff; they seemed kind of camera shy. Fair
enough, that’s what the warm-up session was all about.
After a dockside lunch, we left the harbor and set sail along the Treasure Island coast. The
conditions were superb in all possible ways.
The skies were clear; the seas were calm (less chance of falling overboard) and there was
enough wind to fill the yacht’s sails. However, the kids were still stiff.
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I took Andréa aside and asked
her to spike the afternoon lunch
punch with an extra bottle of
rum; that did the trick.
By 2:00 pm [14:00] Andréa had
the cast sufficiently lubricated to
disregard me—as I jumped
around like a monkey
photographing from as many
different angles as I could dream
up—and get into partying. I
stayed straight; but I was the
only one; everyone else was
drunk by sunset.
We had been shooting for a long time before anyone noticed that captain Ted and “Auntie”
Pat [that’s what the kids called her; she hated it] were missing in action. I considered the
horrible possibility that they had fallen overboard and were too drunk to scream for help;
in that case, how the hell would I get the ship back to port?
But the two of them emerged from the head with rosy cheeks and big smiles; their
escapade changed the tone of the party. After that, the kids became more daring; a
couple of the girls went topless.
Ted was a sport; high as a kite, he managed to navigate us all safely back through the
dark to his private dock; then he invited everyone to keep the party going at his dockside
home. Geez, was Irwin’s wife surprised when our drunken party landed on her doorstep;
Pat barely managed to keep her smirks under control.
The second day
was easier because
the boat was
smaller, limiting the
number of scenes
that could be put
together.
However, what the
boat lacked in size
it made up for in
speed.
It was a Cigarette
speedboat—the
Corvette of racing
boats—rigged for
water skiing.
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We couldn’t fit the full crew into the boat; there was room for only four, plus me, of
course; so, half our crew got the day off; the rest of us had a high ol’ time speeding
around Marco Island.
I insisted on having a
ride before the day was
over; I was granted my
wish and had the ride
of my life on water skis.
The Cigarette got going
to a speed of about 60
miles per hour [90
km/h], then the wiseass driver set the
speedboat into a hard
turn—that nearly
doubles the speed for a
skier arcing out behind
the tow boat.
That’s not me, water-skiing.

I couldn’t hang on and bounced my bottom across the waves for a good 100 yards before
coming to a stop. I hadn’t a clue where the skis went and my swimsuit was down around
my knees (at least I still had it).
We shot all the way through sunset; by then I was tired and careless. While changing film,
I momentarily rested the camera on the bow of the speed boast; just then, a rogue wave
rocked the boat and the camera—a brand new motorized Nikon—dropped into the sea.
(That was a mistake I thought I would never make again; but I was wrong. Twenty-two
years later, while photographing friends splashing in the surf off Salt Spring Island [near
Vancouver, sort of]. I rested a Nikkor tele-extender on a rock and a rogue wave swept it
away. Fortunately, the water was shallow and I was able to grab it out of the sea quickly;
I rinsed the lens thoroughly by immersing it in a bucket of fresh water; then, after patting
it dry with a towel, put it in a slow, 200-degrees oven [about 90 degrees Celsius] for
twelve hours. The save worked; the lens survived and I use it to this very day.)
On the third day, we had another killer party, this time on a Chris Craft; the gang was into
it by then. We didn’t even think about shooting until after lunch; before that everyone was
too hung over.
We left the harbor at 2:00 pm [14:00] to get the best afternoon light. Andréa prepared a
new kind of punch; anything red was outlawed after the wine stains on Ted Irwin’s
sailboat; so, she made a version of my old favorite, the Slimy Limey [vodka with Roses’
Lime Juice].
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Andréa’s was more like lemonade, but it packed the necessary “punch. Everyone kept the
uproar to a minimum, knowing we had another shoot the next day.
For those shots, we headed out
into the Everglades in a house
boat. It was a dull shoot by
comparison to the preceding
three; the cast was wiped out by
then; nobody was up to speed.
That day I didn’t get many good
shots; but that didn’t matter in
the larger scheme of things.
There was a plethora of material,
and a huge film-processing bill
awaiting me.
Over the five days, I shot about 300 rolls worth of fashion stuff and another 100 rolls of
yacht shots. Fortunately, I had shot with two cameras because one of them had a
problem. Once again, I jinxed myself by not having a check list. If I had one, it would say
in bold type: “Check the film gate!”
The film gate is a frame that overlays the film, holding it in place and flat during exposure
to light. Hairs and dust can lodge in the edges of the gate. In this case, a little piece of
crap, probably wool from a sweater, lodged in the gate and cast a shadow of itself on
every picture taken by the camera after the second day. That was a near disaster;
retouching all the pictures was out of the question, too expensive (although they made
me fix one frame, as a kind of punishment). You better believe that I never took another
picture after that without checking the film gate. Fortunately, there were enough pictures
to fulfill my contract; but it was a close call [and the last time I worked for GQ].
After our fantasy shoot in Florida, Andréa wanted nothing further to do with Flushing; she
started staying in town with Ellen and Pat Smith and went back to work at the massage
parlor. In desperation, I tried my best to reignite her interest in photography—and me;
but my efforts must have seemed like cajoling to her; her resistance made me feel like a
wheedler.
It ended for us the night I went to pick-up Andréa at yet another party. There was some
commotion when I showed up; I had to wait in the hallway for a while before they let me
in. When the door opened, I understood why—the two dozen party animals were all stark
naked and stoned to their gills.
Pat Smith was the only one I recognized; Andréa was nowhere to be seen and when I
asked about her, Pat got agitated and gave me some lame excuses; she said that Andréa
would be right back.
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I parked my myself on a couch, to wait; Pat brought over a stunning red head who
flirtatiously handed me a glass of champagne as she sat down in my lap and tried to start
up a conversation. But I felt too weird; I didn’t want to get naked, get stoned or make out
with her. I was being true to Andréa; but Andréa was apparently not being true to me.
I never saw Andréa that night. After waiting a half hour, a smirking guy with the biggest
dick I have ever seen emerged from a bedroom and approached me to say that Andréa
was the best fuck he ever had. Then someone cried out that Andréa had fallen out the
back window, that she had hurt herself and run away. Say what?
The next morning Andréa showed-up at the studio with her arm in a plaster cast. She told
me she had a taxi waiting downstairs, that she was booked on a flight back to Los
Angeles. She asked me to mail her clothes to her mother’s house; as for her pictures and
paintings, she said, “Just let them go.” Then, poof; she was gone.
[Spoiler Alert: Ever the optimist, I stayed in touch with Andréa; we exchanged letters for
twenty years; some of hers were quite passionate. Wondering if there was still a chance, I
visited with Andréa in the late ’90s. She was living near Tempe, Arizona, and I had
business there, with the Marron-Carrel company, after attending an AMI convention in
nearby Phoenix. We met at my motel; she was as alluring as ever, but somewhat the
worse for wear. We had a catch-up over coffee; she told me that she was battling
“feminine” cancer. A year later, she died. Although mean-spirited, I couldn’t help thinking
how ironical it was that she was taken down by her nymphomaniacal ad-dick-tion.]
Despite being one of the craziest adventures of my career as a photographer, the GQ
shoot was also one of the most lucrative. As I owned the rights to the pictures, they
offered me tremendous added income as stock pictures; in fact, I made more on stock
sales than I did on the original assignment.24
One such sale was to
Watersport magazine
[published by BOCA, the
Boat Owners Council of
America]. Art Director Russ
Wein laid-out four doublepage color spreads; he also
selected one of my
Atomicolor shots of Block
Island Race Week for the
cover (one of the three
featured in Nikon World
magazine). That issue of
Watersport was a real
showcase. I bought 100
copies and sent it out as a
direct-mail promotion.

24

Today, only top photographers retain the rights to their assignment work; most clients these days insist that
photographers and other artists surrender the worldwide copyright of their work to them; photographers frequently must
get written permission from their clients to legally show their pictures to anyone, or publish them on their internet websites.
Can you imagine?
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1971 – Blonde Bliss – Butterflies Are Free

With Sue and Andréa gone, my life became my own again; I was, as the saying went,
“Free, white and twenty-one” [26 actually].
The next couple of years became focused on
shooting nude pictures of attractive young
women, with as many associated benefits as
possible. Opportunities abounded; more and
more models were passing through the
studio, not only via Justine, but also from a
growing number of jobs from the fashion
and beauty world, among them Oscar de la
Renta and, as mentioned, Vidal Sassoon.
Having people like that as clients gave me
creds [credentials]. Few wannabe models
said no when offered the opportunity to do
some nudes. After a while, I had quite a
portfolio and the beginnings of a reputation.
Portfolio figure study of model Andrea Suter, 1971

With so many new contacts in the beauty industry, I had resources to call upon, and did
just that. Even my automotive clients noticed the difference, particularly a piece in Car
and Driver called Butterfly Bora; those semi-nude pictures made ink by the skin of their
teeth. Marty Touhy wanted to bounce the spread— “This is a car magazine!”—but
Al Grossman, the Maserati importer, loved the shots.
There’s nothing
better than being
a little
controversial; it
keeps you in the
conversation, in
the zeitgeist. At
C/D, Tom Ridinger
and I had nearly
broken the ice on
nudity with the
Jaguar XKE piece,
the one with the
black couple
swimming in a
pond, mentioned
earlier. That
paved the way for
Butterfly Bora.
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I took a calculated risk with the semi-nudes of Freya Trost; making those pictures was a
lot of work, a ridiculous amount, in fact; I earned less than a buck an hour; but
sometimes money doesn’t matter; you do them because you want to; because you can;
for the fun of it.

Besides the time it took to shoot Freya in the studio and on location, I spent another
couple of days in the darkroom, assembling the scene(s). The so-called “strip-in” printing
technique involved “hold-back” masks that created “windows” into which other elements
were printed. Even the best masks didn’t fit precisely; white outlines had to be cleaned-up
by retouching with Spot-Tone dyes or airbrush pigments; black outlines had to be
chemically bleached (with potassium ferrocyanide) and/or etched by gently scraping away
emulsion with single-edged razor blade—a tricky business, at best.
Truth told; I had the hots for Freya Trost. She wasn’t a model; she was a graduate
student at Columbia University, visiting from Germany, and staying with Kurt
Boehnstedt’s nephew, in Flushing. Freya came to Kurt’s birthday party, which is where I
fell for met her; it was lust at first sight. I am a sucker for blondes and Freya was one of
those rare, northern-European white-blondes, the kind they make in Finland; all her hair
was white-blonde. (!)
Getting the Maserati Bora assignment was a real feather in my cap; Gene Butera usually
reserved the super cars for himself. I didn’t tell him that I was planning to shoot the car
with a nude nymph; instead, I told him that I had a gorgeous gal lined up and planned to
shoot her with the car in a field of flowers—Queen Anne’s Lace, to be precise. He bought
it; that was good because the location was 100 miles away [160 km], out in East Marion,
near the northern tip of Long Island at Orient Point, right next to the Mesney family’s
summer vacation rental. It was worth driving two hours to a known location rather than
waste possibly more time than that searching for another location.
Cars are tricky to photograph; they are big; so, a lot of background gets included; it’s
always been hard to find roads and places without telephone poles, wires, tall buildings
and the like. “Ha!” chortled Butera, when he heard my justification explanation, “You just
want to drive the car!” (No argument there.)
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It didn’t take much convincing to get Freya to agree to be my model. I invited her to the
studio, showed her my car-portfolio slide show and took her out for dinner before sending
her home. We had cocktails at the studio during the slide show. I told her how much I
liked the style of the German magazine, Twen; that put us on the same page. When she
was sufficiently lit, I titillated Freya’s imagination with my butterfly idea, sketching it on a
layout pad as I dreamt it up.
As I described how the butterfly character would be created—by photographing her nude
in the studio and adding wings in the darkroom—she gave me a wink and a sly smile. She
liked the idea, said it was very European.
The next afternoon we did nude work; I was a gentleman throughout; I didn’t want to
scare Freya who, despite being open minded, was shy about her body. (Although she was
beefy by Vogue’s standards, she had no reason to be shy; she was just a big girl, with big
bones and a solid frame, who would have made her a perfect model for Modern Farming
magazine.) Being timid, Freya was a bit stiff on the set.
Did I say, a bit stiff? Freya had no poses, no moves and no imagination; her selfconsciousness paralyzed her and no amount of wine or weed helped. We did the best we
could and I sent her home to get ready for the next day’s trip to East Marion. That
evening, I developed the film of the afternoon’s session, anxious to see if Freya’s timidity
was visible; it wasn’t, but I decided that I’d best shoot some back-up shots of Freya in a
frock, in case the butterfly idea didn’t fly.
Driving a bright yellow Maserati draws attention; we got pulled over by the police in
Riverhead, for no offence; the cops just wanted to see the car. When I explained to them
that we were on our way to East Marion to shoot a feature for Car and Driver, the
constables obliged us by phoning ahead to their colleagues and asking them to give us
royal treatment, which they did.
When we got to the location, I discovered that the field of flowers had been fenced and
the gate was padlocked; but when the owner saw the Bora, with a police escort, how
could he say no? [A couple of Ben Franklins helped, too.]
The Bora was not designed to drive through fields; it was so low-to-the-ground that the
robust Queen Anne’s Lace might have marked the front-end paintwork if we simply drove
the car into position. Instead, we had to mow a path in such a way that it appeared no
mowing had taken place; that was done by hand, with a pair of grass shears. I didn’t have
to worry about the audience that had been gawking at us through the fence; by the time
the grass cutting was done and the car rolled into place they were so bored that they left.
By the time I got the car in position it was 4:00 pm [16:00]; that gave me two hours to
get the shots before we lost the light. The first hour was spent on the CYA [Cover Your
Ass] shots of the car, with and without the pretty (dressed) girl. After those were in the
can, I switched into infra-red mode to capture the backgrounds needed for the butterfly
illustration; I wanted the scene to have the ethereal look that infrared film provided—
greenery turned white, trees looked surreal. The Bora perfectly suited a surreal scene; the
radically-designed car was dominant enough to command attention in any scene.
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However, shooting with real infrared film was challenging. As mentioned earlier, the film
had to be loaded in a light-proof “changing bag” and the opaque infrared filter blacked out
my view—everything had to be set before the filter was put on the lens. Once the filter
was in place, I was shooting blind. That wasn’t a big deal, except it slowed things down.
There was a lot to do. Besides beauty shots of the car, I needed reference frames for the
butterfly illustration, shots with Freya in position, re-enacting the nude nymph we shot in
the studio. Although our small audience may have loved it, Freya wasn’t nude for those
pictures, she wore a body stocking; being covered erased her self-consciousness and she
blossomed, as a model.
We got back from the East Marion shoot well after dark; it was a hot August night and
New York City was percolating. Freya invited me in; she was living just a few blocks from
my studio, having moved into Manhattan for her last month in the States. I dumped the
car at the Red Ball Garage, grabbed my gear, and taxi’d back to Freya’s flat on East 37th
Street.
Freya whipped up a pasta dish; it was one that I still make; an amazing tomato-meat
sauce spiced heavily with fried fennel seeds, incorporating peanuts and raisins. [The
recipe is in the Appendix.] Dinner was served after a candle-lit cocktail hour spent in one
of those deep, old, stand-alone bath tubs; blonde bliss.
I was pretty well hooked on Freya by the end of the evening; I wanted to keep seeing her,
but she turned out to be a real-life butterfly. Much later, I found out that she was the
betrothed of a history professor at Columbia; no wonder she flew away.
[Spoiler Alert: They ended up married a short time later and moved to Egypt; I lost track
of her after that; so did Kurt.]
1971 – Penthouse – Upward Mobility

A

llan Grossman loved the Butterfly Bora pictures so much that he recommended me to
Penthouse magazine when they did a feature story about the Bora. So, a month later, I
got the same car back to do more pictures—for Penthouse magazine.
That time, I hired Andréa’s friend, Marty, to
be a model, together with his nymph-du-jour.
Although I had planned to shoot the car on
the beach at Fire Island State Park, a sudden
storm put the kibosh on those plans.
I ended up shooting it in another wild-flower
field; the car took a beating but we got the
shots. Grossman was pleased with the
results; so was art director Michael Parish.
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Parish was Jim Goode’s golden boy. Goode was the managing editor of Penthouse—the
guy who actually ran the magazine (while Bob Guccione traipsed around the globe
photographing naked women). Goode was an Andy Warhol wannabe, a control freak and a
driving force at Penthouse.
Parish and I hit it off on the Bora shoot. He may have been as queer as a three-dollar bill,
but professionally we were like brothers.

Soon enough, I was
rehired to shoot a
Penthouse feature
about a Volvo
P1800 Sportwagon
on location at the
Villa Viscaya25
museum near
Miami, Florida.
Villa Vizcaya was like stepping into Tuscany. The estate featured an Italian Renaissance
mansion built during the first World War on the beachfront of Biscayne Bay surrounded by
splendiferous formal gardens.
We were spoiled for choice at Villa Vizcaya; the car looked good anywhere we put it. The
shoot went like clockwork, we were out of there with plenty of time to spend the evening
cruising the beach bars. Miami was low key then, compared to today; there was still a
chance of bumping into the likes of Fred Neil or Jimmy Buffett.
Michael started involving me in other articles, besides car reviews. One such assignment
was shooting a pictorial product feature about massage oils. Parrish preferred to shoot on
location (that was way cheaper than building studio sets), but he wanted the look of a
studio shot; that is, well-lit pictures shot with big lights. I was willing to schlepp around
the lighting gear necessary to give him the look he wanted.
25

James Deering, who built Vizcaya as his winter residence, made millions manufacturing machines for farmers [the
Deering-Harvestor Company became International Harvester in 1902]. In 1910 Deering traveled through Italy with
Vizcaya’s artistic director, Paul Chalfin, to purchase art and antiquities, and to glean inspiration touring villas. In 1912 they
hired architect Francis Burall Hoffman to be the villa’s architect and Columbian landscape architect Diego Suarez to plan the
180-acre grounds and design the gardens, which were completed in 1921. At the opening celebrations in 1916, revelers
dressed as Italian peasants. Deering died in 1925, followed by his brother Charles, in 1927, one year after the Great Miami
Hurricane of 1926 wreaked extensive damage. Paul Chalfin returned to restore the estate in 1934 at the request of the
Deering family; two years later, they converted Villa Vizcaya into a privately-owned museum. After the second world, 130
acres was conveyed to the Catholic Diocese of St. Augustine for a hospital and the Bay Heights residential subdivision. In
1953, Vizcaya opened to the public when Dade County took over the property; from that time, the museum and its
remaining grounds have been supported by charitable events, visitors’ entrance fees, as well as more lucrative “location
fees” charged to professional film makers and photographers; which is how we managed to secure the swanky site.
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For the massage session, he located a penthouse spa with a Jacuzzi tub in an upper-eastside town house. His idea was to surround the Jacuzzi with a bazillion candles and feature
the massage oils in the foreground. The room was built as a glass box making it like a hall
of mirrors; it was almost impossible to keep camera and lights out of the shots. We
settled for a high angle, looking down into the scene, cropping out the spectacular
windows.

To do those shots, I schlepped a Balcar strobe-lighting set—including two 1200-watt
power packs, four strobe heads, and a dozen different umbrellas, diffusers and flags—up
up five flights of stairs, along with the Hasselblad 500C camera system and a sturdy Gitzo
tripod. Using the medium-format camera and strobe lights made every shot more
intentional than shooting available light with a 35 mm camera; that is, “Think twice and
shoot once.” (With a 35 mm SLR, I had a tendency to shoot everything willy-nilly, one
hundred different ways.)
Parrish and I worked well as a team. Michael liked to compose the pictures, organizing
and placing all the elements; he liked having the camera on a tripod and being able to
examine the scene on the Hasselblad’s big, ground-glass viewfinder. I had no problem
with having him direct the shots; my hands were usually full rigging the lights, flags,
flares, etcetera.
With so much work coming in from Penthouse, I had high hopes; but Jim Goode got
canned. His exit was prompted by editorial changes made by Guccione. I also heard they
didn’t get along. Jim was a sourpuss; frown lines were deeply chiseled into his cheeks and
jowls and he had a disparaging disposition that matched his drooping face. However, a
tightening economy and geopolitical tensions brought about fiscal austerity. Times were
getting tough; businesses were getting back to basics; the days of expensive junkets were
coming to an end. At Penthouse that meant Guccione shot more and freelancers shot less.
It was a sign of the times; worse was yet to come.
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After that, Goode
and Parish put in a
brief stint at Gallery
magazine, working
with art director
Paul Virga.
I shot a couple of
assignments for
them, including a
feature about the
Mazda RX-4, shot
in New Jersey.
That was followed by an outrageous nude spread for an article about an exotic sportscar
called the Bricklin.
If you recall, there was a major turf war going on between the men’s magazines. Each
dared the other to bare more; separately and together they pushed the limits of decency
to win the eyes of American men. If I remember correctly, it was Gallery that first showed
a full-frontal picture of a nude woman, including her bush. That was taking chances, but
taking chances and being controversial was what Jim Goode was all about. Thus, when
Goode decided to review a Canadian built Bricklin sports car, he sought a photographer
who had a reputation for both car work and nudes. Guess who filled that bill?
I made arrangements
with my old friends at
the Farber Limestone
Company in Franklin,
New Jersey—Forbes
Dunn and Irene
Charney—to shoot the
Bricklin there.
Normally, I wouldn’t
have had to call; they
knew me well from all
the Car and Driver
gigs I shot there. But
nude photography
was another matter.26
By that time, I had a handle on Kodak’s Infra-Red Aero Ektachrome film; I was marketing
IR shots under the tradename, Atomicolor.

26

The quarry was my favorite car location; it doubled for the Sahara Desert for many shots and looked like some kind of
lunar landscape for others; I knew every corner of the place having shot pictures there so many times before.
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For reasons unbeknownst to me, I seemed to be the only photographer besides Pete
Turner to have control of that film; that is, to be able to get predictable results. In fact, I
was a trail-blazer; nobody else figured out how to get the colors I did. [Hint: I used filters
#29, #47, #63, #72 and #89].
The Bricklin assignment was an opportunity to showcase Atomicolor in a major magazine.
However, although an IR-photo feature would be a first, Goode and his acolyte Parish
didn’t just want funky colors. They wanted a full-on shot of a nude girl posing with the
phallic super car.
Planning the shots together, I sketched
the scene with the sun appearing as a
big star in the background, centered
over the car. Although all eyes would
likely focus on our model’s svelte blonde
pussy, the car had to command some
attention, too; it needed to look lit, not
shadowy.

To pull-off the shot required enough fill-in flash (provided by four Honeywell Strobonars)
to match the intensity of sunlight.
Shortly after the Bricklin piece appeared in print, Goode and Parish split for the West
Coast. Maybe they hoped to follow in the footsteps of Dawn Steel, Jim’s predecessor at
Penthouse;27 she went on to become a big VP at United Artists or Paramount, in
Hollywood. When they disappeared from the New York scene, so did their business.
Shooting for Penthouse gave my reputation a boost; I started getting calls with lucrative
assignments from car companies and their ad agencies—photographers lived in hopes of
getting ads to shoot. There was no money in editorial work. Car and Driver used to pay
$150 per page; Penthouse magazine paid more than twice that; but a full-page car ad
could pull in ten times that or more. I needed those big bucks to cover the rents and
running expenses for the two loft spaces on 23rd Street and my apartment in Flushing.
There were economic headwinds; keeping all the balls in the air was getting tougher.
1971 – Stop Thief! – Mockery of Justice

W

hen Leslie’s pocket book was stolen in 1968, I reckoned that the chances of something
like that happening again were slim, that the Wheel of Karma had moved on; so, I was
surprised to discover one morning that someone had broken into my studio by smashing
the ventilation window above the freight entrance.
27

Allan Grossman was originally contacted by Dawn Steele; she was the one who booked the Bora feature; those wheels
were already turning when she left for Hollywood; Jim Goode and Michael Parish inherited that story from her.
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Two of six camera cases were missing—my beloved Russian MTO telephoto was gone,
along with a pair of Honeywell Strobonars. The incident happened in August, right after I
got carted to Bellevue for a mental assessment—that’s another story.

To digress, I fainted momentarily at the 23rd Street Post Office, while pasting postage to an
outgoing mailing of my monthly Exposure newsletter. After an all-nighter, the heat and humidity
got to me, or maybe it was licking all those stamps; whatever it was I went down; awakening, a
policeman was standing over me, asking me not to move, informing me that paramedics were on
the way. OMG.
I felt fine, really, I did; but they would have no part of that; so, in due course I was taken away to
Bellevue, colloquially known as the loony bin. The examining physician could see that I was in a
clear state of mind and good health; he commiserated with my explanation, that I fainted from
overwork and the taste of 200 stamps. Then, he explained that I was taken in because of the rubber
bands on my wrist, that junkies wear rubber bands on their wrists (they use them as tourniquets, to
find veins); however, those rubber bands accumulated on my wrist as I un-bundled and posted the
newsletters. They let me go, but I’m sure there’s a note in one of my dossiers, somewhere. Anyway,
from that point on I was “a person known to the Police.”
Back on point, I stayed in the studio that night instead of going back to Flushing.
I reckoned that the thief would come back for more and was intent on preventing that. It
was a restless night and nothing happened.
Same again on the second, third, fourth and fifth nights. Then, on the Sunday afternoon
of Labor Day Weekend, I heard shattering glass; the hair stood on the back of my neck
when I realized it was the same window. Whoever smashed the window fled; had I scared
them away?
I was in the front half of the studio when that happened and was able to call 911.
Disappointingly, it took some time for the Police to respond. I have a theory why: I had a
record of having been sent to the loony bin a week earlier; or maybe they were on lunch
break. Whatever the reason for their delay, the police eventually showed up, took note of
the broken window, and left.
While I was waiting for the police, I climbed the stairs to the tenth floor and reported the
incident to my landlord, Nat Steckler. He told me to stay alert, that the thief would be
back. Nat should know, I reckoned; he was a cop, a detective in the NYPD [New York
Police Department]. Nat said that it was a common practice for a thief to smash a window
to see what happens; they wait until the police have come and gone, then go back and
make their haul. He also said that the thief likely came from Madison Square Park, just up
the block; that was where the area’s bums and junkies congregated.
No doubt those low-lifes noticed the trendy traffic in and out of 42 East 23rd Street; the
clientele coming to my studio and Justine’s modeling school were quite unlike the people
who frequented Shelley’s Coffee Shop or State Optical Company, the only other tenants
dealing with the public. Doubtless, too, the thief had noticed me loading my gear in and
out of cars and taxis; aluminum camera cases were so easy to spot.
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Nat was right. About an hour later I heard a few shards of glass fall to the floor and
realized that the thief was back. Suddenly there he was, outside in the hallway, below the
broken window—or maybe not; I couldn’t actually see who was there; maybe it was just
one of the derelicts and junkies who hung out up the street in Madison Square Park and
occasionally found their way to our toilet. [Spoiler Alert: it wasn’t.]
When I heard the crashing glass, a plan was set in motion. I had been waiting for the
moment the thief would return, rehearsing a dozen scenarios. I called 911 again—at the
risk of seeming like a crank caller; the voice of the operator belied her skepticism; she
said, “Didn’t I hear something like this from you a little while ago?” However, she must
have heard the panic in my voice because, this time, the police responded in just five
minutes. Those were the longest five minutes I’d ever lived through.
After calling the cops, I grabbed a 30-inch [75 cm] cane-cutter’s machete that I kept for
protection at a time like this; it was one of two that I bought in Puerto Rico, during the
surfing safari with the Hawkeys; that souvenir suddenly had more than sentimental value.
My plan was to trap the intruder behind the hallway door that separated the vestibule for
the toilet and rear service entrance from the main hallway. Working quietly, I opened the
studio door just enough to see that there was nobody in the main hall, that the thief had
to be in the rear hallway. I sprang to vestibule door and jammed it shut with my foot; but
the thief pushed back hard and managed to open the door enough for us to look each
other in the eye; I gave a banshee cry and flashed the machete; surprised by my
aggression, the thief retreated and the door shut. It never occurred to me that the guy
might have a gun (it’s the first thing I’d assume, today). Luckily, he didn’t and remained
largely compliant after a couple of more unsuccessful attempts push the door open and
escape.
After a seeming eternity, I could hear the police downstairs discussing their plan with Nat
Steckler; I yelled down, “Up here!” One officer took the elevator up, stopping on every
floor; the other walked up the stairway; they both arrived about the same time, guns
drawn and aimed squarely at yours truly, ordering me to drop my weapon and surrender.
Ha!
Things were soon sorted when the thief made a final attempt to crash through the door.
The police took him away and booked him, but not for robbery; for that the thief would
have had to have been caught inside my studio, not out in the hall; hallways were
considered public spaces; so, the thief was only charged with breaking my window. Hmm.
Three months later, my case went to trial in the dingy old New York City Courthouse at
27th and Madison. I sat for four hours while an endless parade of pathetic people appeared
before a tired, cranky old magistrate. The thief, being tried as just a vandal, turned out to
have had sixteen previous arrests ranging from petty larceny to assault. However, the
court-appointed ACLU [American Civil Liberties Union] lawyer defending the thief, argued
that it was I who should be on trial, for attacking his client with a machete and holding
him in bondage, essentially kidnapping him. The judge almost went for that argument.
Yikes!
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I argued my own case without a lawyer. Countering the ACLU’s contention, I defended my
actions by explaining that I could not have captured the vandal without threatening and
trapping him until the police arrived; that mine was a citizen’s arrest.
In the end, the guy was sentenced to just three weeks in the County Jail on Rikers Island;
then he was back out on the streets. That outcome made a mockery of the Justice
system, as far as I was concerned; it made me understand why people sometimes take
the law into their town hands. For a long time after that I felt nervous coming and going
from the studio building; I feared the thief and his low-life friends would seek revenge.
1972 – Tough Economy – Tough Decisions

I

nflation became rampant; everything cost more and then more; professionals like
doctors and lawyers were raising their fees; eventually I had to raise mine as well, just to
keep up.
The inflationary economy gave people pause; they felt uncertainty amidst the volatility of
market forces beyond their control. Companies and people alike trimmed the fat from
their budgets, cut the frills from their bills.

United Press International [UPI] Announcer: “As the year [1971] began, many people were asking,
‘How long can this continue?’ They were referring to the economy of the United States. 1970 was the
most inflationary year since the Korean War, and there seemed to be no relief coming. Prices of food
and services, construction costs and wages, like a determined mountain climber, went higher in 1971.
Taxes increased in kind and amount. A steamroller effect kept the trend going, and unemployment
figures added to the woe. And people complained.” [UPI.com]
Slumping sales required a lifestyle change for me; I could no longer afford the combined
rents for the apartment in Flushing and the 23rd Street studio in Manhattan. It was time to
downsize. The Flushing apartment had to go. The Medicine Show also needed to pull-up
stakes; the studio space was not zoned for live-work, it was strictly commercial. It was
bad enough that Ed Just was staying there at night. (Ed was discreet and Nat Steckler,
never caught on.) However, it would have been impossible for me to stay there, other
than crashing for an occasional all-nighter. Besides, the robbery cursed the place; I never
felt comfortable there after that. What to do?
Milton Epstein came up with a solution; my attorney suggested that I rent the third floor
of a townhouse at 23 East 73rd Street, where his ex-wife, Kay, had an art gallery.28 Milton
and my accountant, Roy Kramer, helped me develop a re-organization plan; The plan
involved another of Roy’s business colleagues, the New York Bank of Commerce. The idea
was to lose both the 23rd Street studio and Flushing apartment, and consolidate myself on
the third floor of 23 East 73rd Street—the posh part of town—financed with a line of credit
at Bank of Commerce presided over by Vice President Ken Nordt.29
28

Milton was my attorney for many years; we met when Leslie sent me divorce papers and I needed a lawyer; my
accountant (for three decades!), Roy Kramer recommended him, and we hit it off. Milton became like a grandpa to me, a
Jewish grandpa; his advice was always sage; eventually, he guided me through another divorce, from Sandra Sande, in
1990.
29

Ken and his bank supported me for just shy of a decade; in the end, when Incredible crashed, I burned him, walking
away from $20,000 in unpaid debts. That sounds like a lot, but more than a million went through the bank’s till during the
decade we did business together; they didn’t lose a dime, if you take the long view. I paid my small suppliers first.
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I was a man on a mission, determined to be the next Pete Turner, Richard Avedon or
Ryzard Horowitz. With the new plan in hand, I negotiated my way out of the 23rd Street
lease and flat-out broke my Flushing lease. (Don’t cry, the absentee landlord, fireman
James Ray, was glad to see me go; my departure freed him up to raise the rent and
maybe get a handle on inflation.) Simultaneously, I signed a two-year lease for the third
floor at 23 East 73rd Street—a townhouse that was claimed to be the former Wanamaker
mansion.30
(Wanamaker’s was one of New York’s exclusive
department stores, akin to Saks Fifth Avenue, Lord &
Taylor and Bergdorf Goodman.)
I was keen on the idea of living in a millionaire’s
home; it appealed to my ego. The air of the
neighborhood lifted my spirits. I was living half a block
from Central Park, around the corner from the Whitney
Museum of American Art, up the block from actor Roy
Scheider; across the street from the Cameroon
Embassy.
People (read: clients) were as captivated by the Wanamaker story as I was; not until
today did I doubt it. However, fact checking for this book, I discovered at Wikipedia what
appears to be the real story, which is interesting in its own right, especially
architecturally. [See footnotes.]
Whatever the case, the townhouse was as up-market
as you could get in New York; it reeked of success;
just the address said it all. By the same token,
moving there was a roll of the dice, existentially
speaking; I would have nothing if I didn’t make it; it
would be back to the salt mines, working for someone
else.
The 73rd Street studio began on the third floor; it had
two big rooms connected by a hallway kitchenette.
The formal, oak-lined front room had once been the
residence’s library; it was worth the price of admission
all by itself, a prime example of turn of the [19th]
century English interior design and woodworking,
replete with a black-marble fireplace. That regal room
became a multi-function “lounge” where I talked
business and entertained.

That was an interesting period when I lived as a kind of outlaw, at least in my own mind. It was the first time, but not the
last, that I was dishonest.
30

Although told that the house once belonged to the famous family, I seem to have been misled; either that or an
architectural reviewer was; his interesting history of the house is at Wikipedia. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wanamaker's
and, about the mansion, at website http://daytoninmanhattan.blogspot.ca/2012/12/the-architectural-surprise-at-no23.html]
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The antique furniture inherited from Grandpa Mesney and Grandma Taylor looked at home
in the 73rd Street studio; Nanna’s library table sat in one corner of the room; her round,
parquetry table in another; and her tall-boy desk sat between the two big front windows.
Dominating the center of the room, across from the fireplace, was an 8 X 10-foot [2.4 X
3-meter] platform that was 2-feet-high [0.6-meter] and furnished with a glass coffee
table and the striped-velvet couch & chair combo from the Flushing house. Under the
platform there was a huge storage area, perfect for my gear. What made that room extra
special was the jungle of plants brught from the Flushing porch garden. It looked like a
page out of an architectural magazine (or, Bill Hawkey’s book, Living with Plants).
Tom and Flo
Ridinger are
on the couch
behind me
and Donna
Plink.31
Behind them
is Nanna’s
painting of
Venetian
fishermen.
Tom’s son
Ronnie sulks
to our left.

31

See 1972 – Complications – Change of Heart in Volume Three
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The kitchen area was in the hallway between the front and back rooms. The back half of
the third floor was a room that also needed to be multi-functional. One entered the space
through a bead curtain. Inside, there was a white-stone fireplace on one side. Across from
that I built a combination work counter and bed enclosure (the bed slid out from under,
see top picture).
Antique bookcases that once belonged to my maternal aunt, Francis Taylor, flanked the
fireplace; the Chinese chest given to me by Grandpa Mesney became a glass topped
table; another old chest that I picked up along the way and painted white, provided
wardrobe storage; a single bed from the Flushing porch doubled as a couch; and there
was a glass-topped, light-box coffee table and two stools from the 23rd Street studio.
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There was an extension to the back room that
included a spacious, white-tiled bathroom and behind
that a very small room that came to be when the
mansion was converted into apartment suites and the
back stairway was eliminated.
That space became a darkroom initially and later an
office for Jon Bromberg. His bathroom office made
Jon the butt of many jokes (hahaha).
At the top center of the picture, notice the string of
clothes pins, used to hang rolls of processed film, to
dry.
The building’s plumbing was a bit primitive,
considering the house’s legacy. So were the heating
systems. During cold snaps, I’d get ice a half-inch
[~1.25 cm] thick on my bedroom windows.

The transition happened fast; once something is decided, I don’t like to waste time.
Working very long hours, the whole move was over and done in two weeks.
The hardest part was moving from Flushing. I couldn’t afford a moving company and did it
myself. The antique furniture got wrapped in padded movers’ blankets, then the fun
began— rolling the big pieces, end-over-end, ever so slowly, through the house, across
the front porch, down a flight of six steps at the front entry, across the front lawn, and
finally up into a truck.
Fortunately, I had help unpacking at 73rd Street. I couldn’t have done that part by myself.
Those heavy antiques had to go up the stairs because the aged two-man lift was too small
and too frail.
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Somehow, everything survived the move unscathed, save two mishaps: Grandma’s big
desk was never as sturdy after that until it was restored in Seattle decades later after
years spent languishing in a Hawaiian storage facility. And one of the three bank chairs
from 23rd Street also became a casualty when it fell out of the over-loaded pick-up truck
in the middle of a major intersection at Park Avenue South and 23rd Street; it bounced
and flipped along a good twenty feet [~6 meters] without hitting anything or anyone
before coming to rest in the middle of the street. Retrieving it amidst all the honking was
embarrassing. Annoyingly, that seat never sat right after that; the frame had been
permanently tweaked. But it didn’t matter; I got rid of those chairs less than a month
after moving into the 73rd street townhouse; they were too déclassé.
It was difficult transitioning into a smaller space; a lot of stuff that didn’t fit in the new
scheme of things got left behind or given away. That included all the counters, shelves,
mirrors and darkroom at 23rd Street. In Flushing, the Polish couple who lived upstairs took
my desk set, their friends took the king-sized bed and the landlord inherited the rest (a
couple of bunk beds and some porch furniture).
News of my move came to as a surprise to everyone. I hadn’t told many about my plans.
Suddenly there I was, calling from my new studio on the Upper East Side. For the first
couple of months, I entertained a string of old friends and colleagues from Flushing and
Douglaston; most of them turned green when they saw my new digs and I didn’t hear
from them much after that. Replacing them, some of my colleagues at Car and Driver
became friends, particularly writer Charlie Fox and art director Tom Ridinger.
Entertaining in my lounge became my way of promoting; I rigged up a pair of slide
projectors, an electric screen, a dynamite sound system and a mirror-ball lighting effect,
transforming the classical library into a theater.
1972 – New Name – New Image

The move to 73

rd

Street was positively transformational; however, my business name,
Mesney’s Mad Medicine Show, didn’t fit anymore. It may have been OK for a pink and
purple warehouse space on 23rd Street, but not for an up-and-coming atelier on New
York’s chic Embassy Row. I wanted to re-brand myself, to start over as a cooler and more
sophisticated version of myself, while remaining, “Not for everyone.”
For the new name, I was inspired by the Tibetan Book of The Dead.32 My life was going
through a metamorphosis; I was entering a new stage of development, a third phase.
To convey that symbolically I chose the word Bardo, the name of a state of being between
life and death—which was kind’a how I felt, having had the winds knocked out of my sails
by the nation’s faltering economy.

32

The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying, written by Sogyal Rinpoche in 1992, is a presentation of the teachings of Tibetan
Buddhism based on the Tibetan Book of the Dead or Bardo Thodol. The author wrote, "I have written The Tibetan Book of
Living and Dying as the quintessence of the heart-advice of all my masters, to be a new Tibetan Book of the Dead and a
Tibetan Book of Life."[1] The book explores: the message of impermanence; evolution, karma and rebirth; the nature of
mind and how to train the mind through meditation; how to follow a spiritual path in this day and age; the practice of
compassion; how to care for and show love to the dying, and spiritual practices for the moment of death.
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OK, you can say I was going heavy on the symbolism, but the business name got
renamed Mesney’s Third Bardo. The momentous move was commemorated with a new
logo and a two-sided promotional poster co-designed by Tom Ridinger. Tom would soon
quit his magazine job at Car and Driver to work with me at the Bardo, after going through
his own changes. [Read about those in the Appendix, From Tom Ridinger.]

The logo Ridinger designed featured an androgynous black nude (Andrea Sutter) sitting on
a pedestal comprised of the company name. I reckoned it would repel most right-wingers
and hippie-haters, while appealing to the liberal minded.
A big bang was
needed to make
an impression in
a market going
through a
downturn.
Sutter’s picture
was also used for
the Third Bardo’s
double-sided
poster
illustration; that
featured a pos
[positive] version
on one side and
a neg on the
other, printed on
ultraviolet-lightsensitive paper.
The poster promotion was expensive—we sent out 200-plus copies; but it paid off. The
phone started ringing immediately after the mailing.
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Although I was struggling, downsizing had to appear as growth. The extravagance of the
poster promotion did the trick. The implied success of my business stood out in the
depressed economy making me seem all the more successful—and you know what they
say: success begets success.
My dance card filled-up fast; soon I had more business than I could handle. But there was
an irony in that: the very same portfolio I used at the 23rd Street studio was suddenly
getting hits; that proved to me that life is really just an illusion, that people really do
judge books by their covers. The take away? Success is all about managing perception.
The Fed also uses the technique called MOPE—Management of Perception Economics; they
discovered that they can get the same response by just saying that they are going to do
something without having to actually do it.
Like the Fed, I was learning how to create and manage people’s perceptions about me.
Doing so, I discovered that the more I became myself—unique and authentic— the more
command I was granted. I became a multi-faceted set of characters; it was like playing
various parts in a reality show; one moment I was a photographer, the next a salesman,
or a reporter—you get the idea. When I played the part(s) well, people listened and
responded.
They say, “Clothes make the man.” I spent a lot of money on clothes, fashioning myself
after Jim Morrison [lead singer for The Doors]; my favorite outfit for clubbing was an
embroidered, white-silk, Indian top and a pair of dark-red, leather pants (a gift from Dona
Lakin Plink Tracy). Satin shirts were another favorite, especially lilac and purple. Many of
my older clients must have wondered what was going on with me; but they didn’t wonder
about the quality or creativity of my work; that was getting better and better. Slowly but
surely, those who though I was getting too far out dropped me and my clientele shifted
from industrial to fashion and beauty.
Gene Butera remained a loyal client throughout that period of change; he must have been
chuckling to himself as he watched me take his advice (dress for the part you are playing)
to the extreme. I thank him for originally cluing me in to dress the way people expect you
to dress; to wear a uniform that announces to the world who you are (or want to be).
Gene took to mocking me, in a joking
way, about becoming a Super-Hippie.
“The way you look, how can I send you
anywhere?” he’d complain with a wink.
I used Car and Driver jobs as lossleaders. I gave up trying to make money
on them and instead considered my page
space in each issue as a form of
advertising.
Of course, Gene knew that; he milked me
while stroking my ego; he knew I’d take
whatever concept he threw at me and
produce it to the “nth degree.” I gave
him more bang per buck.
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I was into making pictures instead of taking them; he never knew what to expect and I
enjoyed surprising him. Just about everything I was doing involved some kinds of effects;
I seldom shot anything “straight” anymore. I wasn’t straight either; I was living a hypercreative life; everything was about growth and expansion; and part of that involved
expanding the mind. Those were heady days; more people were doing drugs more openly
than ever before. But society was bifurcated; the majority were drinkers. I did both, on a
regular basis, as part of a daily routine. Daytime was for business night was for creative
work. I drank coffee all day then switched to gin at 7:00 pm [19:00]. If I was doing core
creative, I would smoke some dope, especially for concepting and writing. Many people
use booze and drugs to party; I use them to escape into another dimension, one that is
more focused. I don’t like being high around other people, or when I’m out-and-about;
then I get paranoid. Mostly, I get high by myself, so my mind can wander where it wants
to—what some call stream of consciousness. I’m high right now, writing this, enjoying
some of last year’s crop.
1972 – Shooting Stars – Wishful Thinking

One of my last assignments for Car and Driver was photographing the start of the
Cannonball Baker Sea-to-Shining-Sea Memorial Trophy Run (aka Cannonball Run). One of
the magazine’s super-star writers, Brock Yates entered the legendary race.
Yates was a motoring madman. I met him when C/D covered the Watkins Glen Grand Prix
in 1968 and I got hired as a photographer. One night, after pizza and beer, the C/D gang
decided to switch to another bar at the other end of town and, while at it, have a race to
see who would pay for the drinks. I ended up in Brock’s car—it was a tweaked muscle car,
like a GTO. I was supposed to take pictures but spent most of the time just hanging on for
my life. Before or since, I was never in a car being driven by a master like Yates; he got
that beefy car to turn on a dime; at one point, he spun the car 180-degrees in a used-car
lot; that was breathtaking. the ride of a lifetime, but no pictures. Anyway….
Jack Cowell (left) also participated in the
Cannonball Run that year, dressed as
one of three priests (to deflect the law)
driving a vintage Mercedes. Jack was
Marty Touhy’s answer to a prayer; a guy
who bridged the gap between editorial
and advertising; until Jack, that was a
feat only accomplished by Gene Butera.
Butera came at it from the creative
standpoint, Jack approached the great
divide from the outlook of an MBA.
Cowell was a strategist; he soon graduated from C/D and became the protégé of
advertising guru David Oglevie, the fair-haired boy at Ogilvy & Mather—the ad agency for
Mercedes Benz. For whatever reason, Jack—who I had never been particularly friendly
with, he with short hair, me with long—convinced the agency to hire me to shoot an
advertising campaign. That was the most lucrative job a photographer could get.
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At that point in my career, the shoot for Mercedes was the biggest assignment I ever had.
I hired two friends, Allan Seiden and Wiley Crockett, to assist me. Wiley wrangled cars.
Allan helped me on-camera, changing film, fetching gear, etcetera.
The shoot became a disaster when the weather turned against us. It rained and rained
and rained for the entire week. Wherever we went it was gloomy and wet; not the best
conditions for taking beauty shots of cars.
We started the Mercedes
shoot at my favorite car
location: the Farber Limestone
quarry in Franklin, New
Jersey. I knew that place
inside and out having shot a
dozen cars there. The piles of
gravel looked like the sand
dunes of Arabia.
We got some good shots but
after day one, the gray
weather precluded beauty
shots, so we moved to the
Pine Barrens on the southJersey shore.
The State Park there, nicknamed the Pines [pronounced, Pine-ees], had acres of stubby
pine trees trying to earn their living in the sandy soil of former sand dunes and miles of
little-used roads. The scrubby landscape was not what I’d call beautiful even in the best of
weather and looked even more pitiful in the rain.
I shot with a slow shutter speed
to blur the bleak background.
The wet weather prevented me
from using electronic flash for fill
lights, so the whole shoot looked
like gritty reportage coverage
instead of the well-lit, polished,
studio look the agency guys
wanted. They got more upset as
the rain persisted. They insisted
on getting beauty shots but had
no recommendations as to how
we were going to do that. I
became the fall guy. (I told you
before—when the weather sucks,
the photographer always gets
blamed.)
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The situation was excruciating as it played out. I overheard Cowell and his agency team
planning their excuses for a failed shoot. By the end of the week, morale was nonexistent. And, to top it off, a dozen lenses crashed three feet to the ground when Allan
forgot to latch the lens case closed. Thankfully, the lenses landed on rain-softened sand;
none broke, but all needed to be cleaned and dried, which meant going back to the hotel;
that caused a significant delay that was later held against me when the client tried
(successfully) to scam me on my bill.
1972 – Fire in the Hole – Booming Business

Business boomed; I was doing a lot of board work (layouts and paste-ups), which
generated too much mess for the elegant library; so, I moved my art table from the front
to the back room; there I could spread out over the darkroom counter and bed when
extra space was needed.
Having a fireplace made working there very convenient; I could simply burn the
voluminous scraps of paper and illustration board. However, one afternoon I nearly
burned the house down. The chimney flue had somehow shut and the fireplace was wellstuffed with scraps of paper coated with rubber cement. The tinder went up in a massive
ball of flames that licked out of the fireplace up to the mantle, scorching a painting on the
wall above.
Fortunately, I had a fire extinguisher. Unfortunately, it was a powder extinguisher. Have
you ever used one of those? The powder gets into everything, everywhere—worse than
dry-wall dust. It took two days to wipe down the room and repaint the fireplace. [Spoiler
Alert: two years later I made the same mistake on the second floor; but that time I had a
CO2 extinguisher.]
Right after Christmas, Kay Epstein went out of business. The entire second floor of the
building became available. It was a real showcase, even more elegant than the third floor.
Kay was dating the CEO of Lincoln Steel, Bob Schwartz; he was impressed by Kay’s
presentation and deal-making skills; he made her an offer she couldn’t refuse (considering
that her gallery sales were in the toilet, thank you Dick Nixon).
Bob was fascinated by my crazy lifestyle; he hired me to make a brochure about the
company and an art promotion for Lincoln’s steel telephone and street-lighting poles.
I made Schwartz a poster graphic—called Endless Highway—that he used for an art-print
promotion, like the limited-edition pieces I made for Harry Mote at Basford (Tube City and
In the Stars).
Schwartz was the one who suggested I take over Kay’s lease, to guarantee that the space
would be mine. Otherwise, if it went back to the landlord—Andrew Michaels—he might
lease it to someone else for higher rent. I was on good terms with Michaels. He was a
Swiss financier who owed the building as an investment. A year later; he offered me a
one-third interest in the building, which I declined; but, that’s another story.
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Kay was offering me the opportunity of a lifetime and I jumped on it. The expansion
couldn’t have happened at a better time for me; business was booming. With two floors, I
could separate the space to fit my life; working on the second floor, living on the third.
The new space had higher ceilings.
The front room, once Kay’s white-painted gallery space, became my photo studio. It was
also a great playroom for Dona’s kids, Angela and Damien, when they visited. [See 1972
– Complications – Change of Heart.]

The back half was a magnificent, wood-paneled room where I made into an art studio.
Graphic-design work was a growing part of my business; it was what kept the Bardo alive,
I couldn’t have afforded the rent selling only pictures. The little back room, behind the
wash room, became my business office.
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1970s | Portfolio | Part Three | Plates Nos 1-68
The third part of the 1970s portfolio continues where the second part of the 1960s
portfolio leaves off—at Mesney’s Mad Medicine Show, on 23rd Street. The work is not
presented in strict chronological order.
Plate No1: Andréa Lawrence snapped the shutter for this selfie, in 1970. The picture
emulates one I saw of Jim Morrison [The Doors] with whom I identified.
Plates Nos2-3: For the first month, Andréa was OK with living in Flushing. She was getting
into photography; we’d take photo walks in Kissena Park, near my Quince Avenue
apartment, where these pictures were taken, with a 300 mm Nikkor lens. Andréa’s holding
a Nikon FTn with a 55 mm Micro-Nikkor lens.
Plates Nos4-5: Apologies for the moiré pattern; I probably shouldn’t have enlarged the
lead shot, of the front and back of the 4-sided folder I made for Justine Model Consultants
when they moved uptown, to Vidal Sassoon’s prestigious salon at 803 Madison Avenue.
The inside spread is shown on the bottom of Plate No 4. Part of the job entailed designing
Justine’s logo. The picture of Justine on No 4 was taken during WOR-Radio’s interview of
Justine and Wilhelmina. Plate No 5 shows Justine working with model Patty Martin.
Plates Nos6-8: Stanley Kubrick’s epic drama, 2000: A Space Odyssey, had an enormous
impact on me; I went to see it a half dozen times, at the Keith’s Theater, in Flushing, a
huge, art-deco, 1920s theater with a big screen and a dynamite sound system. After that,
space became a theme in many of my photo-illustrations. Both of these are of model
Andrea Suter. Reach for The Stars, (originally called Universe Lady) was the first, followed
closely by Space Lady, which was used for a 2-sided poster, when the studio became
Mesney’s Third Bardo, in 1972.
Plate No9: This shot was model Kylen Golden’s idea; I went along with it to “balance” my
growing portfolios of nude girls. The shot was eventually sold to Bee Line Books, for a
cover. [See 1970s | Portfolio | Part Four | Plate 39.] A Hasselblad camera with a 150 mm
Zeiss lens was used for the shot; the lighting was a bank of ten 500-watt photo-flood
lamps; they didn’t provide much light (for a big space) but sure got the studio hot. Golden
wasn’t sweating, however; he greased himself with Tropicana Sun Tan Oil for the shot.
Plates Nos10-11: The Square Root of Thirteen Times Thirteen Squared, aka Root 13, was
the name of this so-called “photomic apperception test.” The original was assembled on a
40 X 40-inch [~100 X 100-cm] black illustration board. The little pictures were 2 X 2-inch
[~5 X 5-cm] cut-outs, from contact sheets of Hasselblad negatives, all shot with a
150mm Zeiss lens, some of them colored with Kodak dye transfer colors.
Plates Nos12-13: Apple Eye was put together for Apple Records, for a corporate ad in
Billboard, the newspaper of the music industry. Joey Clapper brought in the job; he and
his friend, Bobby Held, were rock-star wannabes. He also brought in the Billy Preston job
on Plate Nos16. The record company never paid me for the shot and Billboard’s printer
made a mess of the picture; so, there was no chance to use the Billboard tear sheet in my
portfolio; but, I adapted the original picture to made Four Eyes.
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3.5-inch-square [~9-cm-square] prints were displayed in plexiglass prisms; those were
used for the Third Bardo’s Christmas gift that year, for special clients.
Plates Nos14-15: I got hooked on airbrushing; it was fun and the results set me apart from
other photographers. The airbrush illustration, Mobius Roadway, was made on spec for
Car and Driver; I was going to superimpose cars, but never finished the piece. “Andrea
Bubble” was an enormous undertaking. After a master bubble was airbrushed, photocopies and step-printed 24 times in 12 sizes. Those bubbles were cut out and pasted-up
to create a master bubble-ring, which was in turn photo-copied, printed in three sizes, and
pasted onto an illustration of stars. The master artwork was made on a 30 X 20-inch [~75
X 50-cm], double-weight Bainbridge board; that was photo-copied by Modernage Labs to
make a 4 X 5-inch [~10 X 15-cm] master negative.
Plate No16: Joey Clapper, my ultra-cool assistant, figured he could land an album cover
for Billy Preston; he persuaded me to make a sample he could show Preston’s record
company, Apple Records. After my first experience with Apple, I was reluctant; but he was
insistent that we give Apple another chance; so, he and I went to Preston’s concert at
Radio City Music Hall (Joey got us press passes) and shot Preston at his Wurlitzer organ;
then, I copies the background from Reach for the Stars (then called Universe Lady) and
airbrushed in some clouds. It wasn’t too much work, so I agreed to it. Do I need to tell
you the upshot? Right: nada.
Plate No17: Westchester Medical Center got my name from the American Bible Society for
whom I occasionally did pro-bono work. They hired me to shoot an aerial picture of their
vast campus in Valhalla, New York, for the cover of a fund-raising brochure. I hired a Jet
Ranger helicopter for some $800 an hour. For basic coverage, the chopper circles the
campus while I shot with a 28 mm Nikkor lens and R25 (red) filter, on Panatomic-X film,
for the finest grain and detail. Then I hung a motorized Nikon FTn with an 8 mm FisheyeNikkor 15-feet [~3 meters] below the helicopter (to avoid the landing skids) with a special
harness, hand made, with a 25-foot shutter release cord. The fisheye shot didn’t cut it,
because the central point of the campus complex was a patch of grass and the buildings
were hard to distinguish. Neither did the low-profile, four-storey-high buildings stand-out
much better in the straight shots. So, I combined them into one of my growing collection
of star-light scenes, using the fisheye shot like a moon. The campus buildings were
highlighted by graying-down everything else, using diluted Spot-Tone with the airbrush.
The stars in all my night scenes were painted by hand, one by one, placed carefully, not
willy-nilly, to approximate the natural look of heavens.
Plates Nos18-19: Robert Olsen’s Cubic furniture (all cut from a single cube, like a threedimensional jig-saw puzzle) won a place in Armco Steel’s Student Design Program, in
1970. To do the publicity shots, he and I hauled the furniture prototypes out to the
abandoned quarry on Long Island that featured in so many of my pictures. As I was
dating Chris Haynes (aka Raven Slaughter), I worked her into the shots. A 20 mm Nikkor
lens was used, with an R25 (red) filter to blacked the sky.
Plates Nos20-21: Next to the Zinc Institute’s Zn-75 job, Armco City was my biggest studio
job. It involved building a set that incorporated models of the futuristic concepts selected
for Armco Steel’s Student Design Program. I sketched the scene and handed it off to
Kathy McMasters, one of my studio groupies.
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She built it with the assistance of Tom Allen and Richard Faye. It was a fantastic
construction of papier mâché over chicken-wire frames; the surface of the sea was blue
Plexiglas. McMasters built almost as many models as the students, to “round out” the
scene. It was shot with the Hasselblad and a wide-angle 50 mm Zeiss lens (about as wide
as a 28 mm lens on a 35 mm camera).
Plate No22: I was beginning to generate considerable income selling my work as “stock”
photography. My rep, Sue Keeton, captured an ad campaign for the printers’-ink-maker,
Compton & Knowles, featuring two of my Atomicolor shots: Red Surfer, shot in Rincon,
Puerto Rico, and Night Sail, shot off Block Island, Rhode Island.
Plate No23: My live-in helper, Ed Just, modeled for this press-release photo of a Lanier
dictating machine, in 1970. It was shot for Burt Holmes who, by now, had also left the
Basford agency to go in business for himself, as a PR consultant. It’s shot with the Hassie
(Hasselblad) and a 150 mm Zeiss lens.
Plate No24: Sue Keeton modeled for this shot, taken in Nassau, at a seaside villa on
Paradise Island, Nassau, rented by her Hippopotamus Club buddies, Nicki and Carol
Byrnes. Together, we made a portfolio that she used to promote herself as a model and
me as a lensman. Alas, she was impatient and moved on before her efforts bore fruit.
Plate No25: Sue Keeton had the hots for Rod Laver; she loved to hang with the tennis set.
“For the book,” (portfolio) “please shoot Rod at the Forest Hills Tennis Open.” How could I
say no? So, we went (she wrangled tickets through her rich BF, Arthur Davis). We couldn’t
get near enough to get anything during the matches. I took this frame during the warmups, using a 200 mm Nikkor lens and a slow-shutter, 1-second exposure. The camera was
not on a tripod; I hand-held it steady enough to get a point of clarity, in this case, his
shoe. Hello, Nike?
Plates Nos26-31: George Ramos, art director of Snowmobiling magazine, modeled as the
Abominable Snowman for a fictitious feature. I wish I got paid by the hour, instead of the
page rate; the make-up and costuming took forever; and the hot lights I was using got
the studio so hot that the make-up ran and Ramos almost suffocated in the thick fur suit.
Plate No26 was a composite of the studio character pasted onto a shot of Washington
State’s Mount Ranier. Nos30 and 31 were composites of studio shots with photos made in
Central Park after a wicked snowstorm, and stock photos.
Plate No32: Robin Ross modeled for this Extrudo Film ad. I guess it was easy for her to
look coy at my lens; we had been sleeping together.
Plate No33: Chemical Week magazine purchased one of my stock photos of the Americas
Cup Race yacht US22 Intrepid, for a cover story about boating chemicals.
Plates Nos34-35: Sue Keeton scored another stock-photo cover, for the October ’70 issue
of Modern Plastics. The art director like the look of my Atomicolor work and subsequently
hired me to shoot a plastic-sheet fabrication machine for the January ’71 cover, which was
shot on Infrared-Aero Ektachrome using a Nikon FTn, a 20 mm Nikkor lens, and a twofilter combo of a Tiffen 2 mm cross-star and a #58G (green) filter, which rendered the
scene in shades of magenta and blue. The 20 mm had such a wide-angle view that the
filters had to be oversized (95 mm) to avoid clipping the corners.
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Plate No36: The infamous watch incident surrounding True magazine’s watch photofeature is detailed in the manuscript [See, 1971 – Check, Please – An Existential Lesson].
Art director Bob Beauchamps original concept, spies synchronizing their watches under a
streetlight in the rain, was re-shot—for Penthouse magazine. But True didn’t have time for
a reshoot. Instead, I shot Kylen Golden in the studio, late at night the same day the first
take came back blank, to meet Beauchamp’s press deadline. He’s wearing my family-crest
ring; that added a little gold to his “fence-man’s” outfit.
Plate No37: Yours Truly in the 73rd Street studio with my favorite set-up for shooting
portraits: A Hasselblad 500C camera and Zeiss 150 mm lens mounted on a Gitzo tripod
with an RN-3 head modified with Slik’s more ergonomic tripod handles. Behind me is a
twin-head Balcar strobe fitted to a 6-foot-diameter [~2 meters] white umbrella. Note the
extra-long shutter-release cable draped over the lens. Gitzo made the best tripods, then
and now; I still have four of them.
Plates Nos38-39: Sue Keeton peddled my sailing pictures all over town; these two Rudder
magazine covers were among her first scores. They were both shot at the 1969 Block
Island Races, from the good ship Aquarius, piloted by Wiley Crocket. The boat’s owner,
Eugene Carduner, was a bon-vivant who took sailboat racing semi-seriously. At the
request of his wife, he stayed ashore one day, for a social event, and let Wiley take out
Aquarius; with space for one more, Wiley invited me to come along. That was the day I
shot these two Rudder magazine covers. The telescope effect (Plate Nos38) was done by
putting the tubular lens shade of a short-telephoto 105 mm Nikkor lens onto a wide-angle
28mm lens fitted with a Tiffen polarizing filter. The spray effect (Plate Nos39) was done by
placing glycerin drops on a UV filter; water drops were impossible to control; glycerin
stayed put and didn’t evaporate; and it was easy to clean off, with water. The lens was a
28mm Nikkor fitted with a 95 mm Tiffen polarizer over 72 mm UV droplet filter.
Plate No40: Nearly a year later, Rudder magazine bought another of my sailing photos, for
the January ’72 cover; by then Sue Keeton had left the studio, too late for the myriad
sales of stock sailing shots, stimulated by the first Rudder covers and the work done for
the New York Boat Show [see, Plates Nos48-52].
Plates Nos40-42: Two Boating magazine covers, back-to-back, in May and June, were a
direct result of the work done for the New York Boat Show [see, Plates Nos48-52]. Both
were shot during the 1969 Block Island Race Week, from Eugene Carduner’s Aquarius.
Plates Nos43-52: Sue Keeton’s biggest score was the sale of four stock sailing pictures for
Kenyon Marine’s 1971 Christmas-gift promotion—sets of 5 X 8-inch [~12 X 18 cm] art
prints, contained in specially-printed folders. The pictures were all Atomicolor shots,
including three of US22 Intrepid and one of a Chris Craft shot in Florida during the GQ
adventure.
Plates Nos48-59: Left: the first National Boat Show poster, produced for the National
Association of Engine and Boat Manufacturers [NAEBM]. Right, the line-art version of the
same artwork, rendered using a wave-line screen. Two Atomicolor shots from the GQ
shoot were merged by Thad McGar at Wellbeck Studio; the master art was an 11 X 14inch [~27 X 35 cm] transparency.
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Plate No50: One hundred copies of the first National Boat Show poster were sent to clients
and prospects. Attached to each was a giant dollar bill, 8.5 X 20 inches [~20 X 50 cm],
together with a mini flyer headlined: “Is the dollar really shrinking?” The payoff line was:
“Can we help enlarge your corporate esteem?”
Plate No51: NAEBM did not purchase a transit-billboard advertising package in 1972, so
the second National Boat Show poster was smaller and more Pop. Recall that the art world
was still heavily influenced by the legendary Pop Art work of Peter Max and Tom Daley.
Art director Tom Ridinger’s typographical choices were right in keeping with the times.
Again, two Atomicolor images from the GQ shoot were merged by Thad McGar at Wellbeck
Studios. The composite was framed with pearlescent-silver ink.
Plate No52: As described in the manuscript [see, 1971 – Prestige Gigs – My Ship Comes
In] Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Company, the US importer of Nikon cameras and Nikkor
lenses, used my work for a tie-in promotion at the 62nd National Boat Show. They
sponsored this ad for the Boat Show program. Until I remember his name, the model shall
unfortunately remain anonymous.
Plate No53: The cover of Chilton’s Marine Products Magazine was yet another stock photo
sale of a US22 Intrepid Atomicolor shot. At the time, Chilton was a major publisher of
business-to-business magazines; Iron Age was their biggest, most successful publication.
When I worked at Basford, several of the press releases I wrote for American Iron and
Steel Insitute were published in Iron Age.
Plates Nos54-61: The two-week photo odyssey in Florida, organized by Pete Tenney for
Gentlemen’s Quarterly, is well documented in the manuscript [see, 1971 – GQ – It’s A
Mad World After All]. The “plot” for the 12-page, men’s-nautical-fashions photo feature
was anchored on a story about a fictitious old millionaire (played by Scoop Gutterman)
and his trophy concubine (Pat Smith) who throw a series of yacht parties for her friends.
Andréa Lawrence accompanied me on that trip; she organized the refreshments and kept
the parties going. Tenney, a free-lance writer, scored the gig and made all the
arrangements—with Chris Craft, Irwin Marine and Cigarette Racing, through NAEBM. The
most fun I had was a ride on water skis behind the Cigarette racing boat shown in Plate
No60.
Plates Nos62-65: Another offshoot of my National Boat Show work were two spreads in
WaterSport magazine, published by the Boat Owners Council or America. Managing editor,
Glen Helgeland, first published an Atomicolor shot from the 1969 Block Island races
(Plates Nos 62-63) and followed that with an eight-page spread of pictures taken during
the GQ odyssey, described above (Plates No64-65).
Plates Nos66-67: I couldn’t resist adding the stars to the GQ shot of a Cigarette racing
boat. The original was shot on Plus-X film using an R29 (red) filter to blacken the blue sky
and water. I shot from the bridge of a Chris Craft using an 85 mm Nikkor on a motorized
Nikon FTn. This shot mimics an earlier version of the speedboat floating in the stars.
Plate No68: The third section of the 1970s portfolio wraps up with two shots of my old
neighborhood, Madison Park. The Medicine Show studio was just down the street from the
Flat Iron building, where my maternal grandfather, Franklin Taylor, had his law offices.
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1970s | Portfolio | Part Four | Plates Nos 1 – 31
Plate No1: You know the saying; Necessity is the mother of invention? Forced to lower my
operating costs and overhead, I consolidated the Flushing apartment and 23rd Street
studio spaces—about 3,000 square feet [~280 square meters]—and downsized into a
700-square-foot [~65 square meters] space at 23 East 73rd Street, a 7-storey Victorian
townhouse some say was the former Wanaker mansion. I rented the third floor, to begin
with.
Plates Nos2-3: Interior details of the 73rd Street studio space. There was a lot of carved
wood and black marble. The original, glazed windows were authentic; they looked terrific,
but were anything but airtight; the place was cold and drafty in the winter, like an old
castle. No problem, though; the fireplaces made it cozy.
Plates Nos4-5: The front half of the 73rd Street studio was the former mansion’s library, a
magnificent, wood-paneled room with book cases built-into the walls on three sides. It
became my office, lounge and dining room. The plants I brought from the Flushing house
didn’t last long.
Plate No6: Family visits were an exception to the rule; I was a workaholic. An exception
was made for my Aunt Frances Taylor’s birthday. Mom and I visited her Bronx, New York,
apartment. It was the last time I saw Aunt Fanny alive. She died leaving Mom with a diary
of her dreams that was several thousand pages; nobody knew what to do with it. I hope
that’s not what happens to this book.
Plate No7: Life at the Bardo: Dona Plink, her kids, Ed Just and Fritz the cat. Dona moved
in and set up house with me in the autumn. It was tight quarters for a while; she had two
kids and Ed Just was still bunking with me, during the week. The situation improved when
I took over the second floor, the mansion’s formal parlous and dining room. The front half
became the photo studio; it doubled as the kids’ playroom when they visited, every other
weekend. The kids loved the little two-person elevator; it opened right into our spaces;
Dona is pictured emerging from the mini lift (center, right). Dona and I shared private
quarters in the back half of the third floor (lower left); the back half of the second floor
became my office, seen here full of glittering Christmas gifts, being wrapped by Ed Just
(lower right).
Plate No8: Above: my dog, Bandit, later re-named Mister Moose, in 1974. Three years
later, when the business grew too big, I had to let him loose. Below: Yours Truly at the art
table in my second floor, wood-paneled office.
Plate No9: My first and last candle-lit Christmas Tree was colossal—12-feet tall, with an
18-foot girth. I nearly blinded myself lighting the candles, when hot wax dripped onto my
eye. A couple Ed Just’s flashy, silver-mylar gift wraps can be seen behind me. Dona and I
were at the zenith of our relationship.
Plates Nos10-11: Ed Just came up with endless ways to wrap gifts with rolls of silver mylar
he got from his mother, who worked for IBM. My second floor office is filled with
Christmas booty for my clients; they were given a matted print of my picture of the year,
together with a 750 of Grand Marnier liqueur. Eddie slept on the couch for the better part
of a year, during the week. He moved out when I hired Pat Billings.
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Plate No12: Mom was at the high point in her career; her vocal act was augmented with
self-accompaniment on the autoharp (left) and Appalachian dulcimer. The upper shot was
taken out in East Marion, while the family was vacationing at the Mosbach cottages. Mom
was more sunburnt that I ever saw her; and she’d taken to bleaching her hair blonde,
telling friends, “the sun did it.” The lower picture was made in the studio, lit with my new
Balcar strobe system.
Plate No13: Dona Plink, in a shot taken in front of the 73rd Street studio, for the FEEC
World Book show, sporting the FM-stereo headphones I wore just about everywhere for a
few years.
Plates Nos14-15: To learn how to use my new Balcar-strobe studio-lighting system, I made
pictures of family and friends. This is the best picture I ever made of my parents, although
a bit more front-fill light was in order. This picture made me aware of the need to have
some light, even a small one, fill the shadows and give the eyes a “catch light.”
Plates Nos16-17: Tom Ridinger and I were super tight for a couple of years. He left his art
director job at Car & Driver to work with me at The Bardo. His wife, photographer Flo Fox
(aka Photo-Flo—the nickname was a play on a wetting agent called Photo Flo used in film
processing, to prevent beading and water marks) and he were going through changes,
which he describes in the Appendix [see From Tom Ridinger]. But you’d never know that
from this family portrait, taken in the third-floor lounge. The Ridinger’s’ son, Ronnie, is at
left; he was a taciturn lad. Tom, who remarried years ago, won’t talk about what
happened to Ronnie; he could be taciturn, too.
Shortly after Tom and Flor split up, so did Dona and I. Flo and I got hot an heavy on one
occasion after that; but I blew it. I can’t tell you who took the studio picture and Tom
doesn’t remember who took the shot of him watching TV, enjoying a Ballantine’s Ale, our
mutual favorite. Hanging behind the couch is Grandma Taylor’s oil painting of four
Venetian fisherman, which I lost along the way.
Plates Nos18-31: Owens/Corning Fiberglas [OCF] was my bread and butter client. PR
manager, Marti Evans, contracted me for ten shoots a year. The work I did for them was
done at the zenith of my career as an industrial “process photographer.” Most of it went
into OCF’s periodical, FRP=Productivity/Update [FRP=Fiberglas Reinforced Plastic, the stuff
they make cars, boats and bathtubs with (and so much more).] Each issue was filled with
case histories about successful ways FRP was being used; my job was to illustrate those
stories.
The house-organs were designed by Robert Cooney, a free-lance graphic artist hired by
Burson-Marsteller. Cooney was a follower of “Swiss Grid” design; that was always stylish,
like an English-cut, pin-striped suit. The pages presented are fine examples of the grid
approach; pictures are sized and placed in boxes that fit within the three-column-per-page
format. The approach of magazines like Life and Twen was to let the pictures rule the
design. This book falls somewhere between those styles.
Plate No18: The cover of OCF’s 7th Update featured one of my stock-photo sunsets, taken
in Rincon, Puerto Rico, with the Russian MTO 500 mm mirror-telephoto lens, with a rear
mounted R25 (red) filter.
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Plate No19: An FRP solar collector panel, shot Ektachrome film in Manchester, New
Hampshire, using a 20 mm Nikkor lens with a Y12 (yellow) filter.
Plates Nos20-21: “Winding in Place” was a new way to construct farm silos with FRP. A
trolley, carrying 24 rolls of fiberglass “thread” and a resin sprayer, circled a silo form, on a
track; a hydraulic-lift raised and lowered a 16-thread applicator apparatus up and down
the form. The whole thing could be set-up and run by one person. Note that the operator
is not wearing any face mask or safety glasses. Fiberglas bits are as diabolical as
asbestos. The job was shot on Ektachrome film with a Nikon FTn and 20 mm Nikkor lens,
fitted with a 95 mm Tiffen polarizing filter.
Plates Nos22-23: The guy working at this FRP shower-tubs factory isn’t wearing face or
breathing protection either; those were the days before OSHA [Occupational Health and
Safety Administration] regulations were enforced. I was flown to South Carolina to shoot
the fabrication of FRP tub-shower enclosures at Corl Corporation. The factory should have
been condemned, there was so much fiberglass in the air; I was only there for six hours;
but those poor workers; you can see it in the guy’s face. The job was shot on High Speed
Ektachrome film with a 28 mm Nikkor fitted with a CC30M (magenta) filter (to correct for
the green florescent lighting.
Plate No24: More reportage about FRP solar collectors, these in Weare and Wellfleet,
Massachusetts. To and right shot with a 20 mm Nikkor lens on Ektachrome film; the other
shot with an 85 mm Nikkor.
Plate No25: Working for OCF was occasionally fun, like the time I got flown to Amarillo,
Texas, to get an aerial shot of OCF’s new 500,000-square-foot [4,645-square-meter] FRP
plant. The conditions were perfect; it was the shortest helicopter job I ever shot; it took
less than a half-hour, start to finish; but I got paid for a full day ($850).
Plates Nos26-27: Another fun job was a day spent in testing lab of Gould, Inc., a
manufacturer of electrical equipment. The job was to photograph the electrical resistance
of FRP laminates for circuit-breaker switch supports. To get the “lightning” to stand out,
the room lights were turned off and the scene it by a single desk light. The scene was shot
on Ektachrome with a Nikkor 20 mm using a slow-shutter speed of two seconds, to
capture multiple lightning bolts in a single picture.
Plates Nos28-29: A so-called Rapid Injection Molding process was the subject of this case
history, about the Glastic Corporation in Cleveland, Ohio. Their specially-built, 175-ton,
injection-molding press, had observation ports, to view experimental products being
formed.
Plate No30: In Flint, Michigan, I photographed a 2,000-ton press making Chevrolet grilleopening panels, at General Motors Plant #6. It was a tripod shot with a slow-shutter
exposure (1-second), on High Speed Ektachrome film, using a 28 mm Nikkor lens with a
CC30M (magenta) filter (to compensate for the green Mercury-vapor plant lighting.
Plate No31: Corrosion-resistant FRP “down-hole” tubes for oil drilling was the subject of a
case history about the Koch Products corporation, of Wichita, Kansas.
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continues in Volume Three
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